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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document is the final report for the postflight assessment of the RSRM-32 (STS-57)
flight set. This report presents the disassembly evaluations performed at the Thiokol facilities
in Utah and is a continuation of the evaluations performed at KSC (TWR-64239).
The PEEP for this assessment is outlined in TWR-50051, Revision B. The PEEP defines the
requirements for evaluating RSRM hardware. Special hardware issues pertaining to this
flight set requiring additional or modified assessment are outlined in TWR-64237.
All observed hardware conditions were documented on PFORs which are included in
Appendix A. Observations were compared against limits defined in the PEEP. Any
observation that was categorized as Reportable or had no defined limits was documented on a
Preliminary PFAR by the assessment engineers. Preliminary PFARs were reviewed by the
Thiokol SPAT Executive Board to determine if elevation to PFARs was required.
2.0 REFERENCES
CPW1-3600A
TWA-1993
TWR-50050
TWR-50051
TWR-64237
TWR-64239
Prime Equipment Contract End Item Detail Specification, Part I of Two
Parts; Performance, Design, and Verification Requirements, Space Shuttle
Redesigned Solid Rocket Motor CPW1-3600A For Space Shuttle Solid
Rocket Motor Project, Operational Flight Motors (RSRM-4 and
subsequent)
KSC and Clearfield Photo Log, RSRM-32 (STS-57)
KSC Postflight Engineering Evaluation Plan
Clearfield Postflight Engineering Evaluation Plan
Postflight Hardware Special Issues, RSRM-32 (STS-57), Clearfield
KSC Ten-Day Postflight Hardware Evaluation Report, RSRM-32
(STS-57)
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3.0 EVALUATION SUMMARY
The engineering evaluation of the RSRM hardware showed that, in general, it performed as
expected.
Table I provides a numerical summary of all postflight-related Squawks/Preliminary PFARs,
PFARs, IFAs, and SPRs for RSRM-32.
Table I. RSRM-32 Summary
Squawks/Prelim. PFARs PFARs_ IFAs S PR.___ss
KSC 4 3 0 0
Clearfield 2 _ 0 0
Total 6 $ 0 0
Table II lists all RSRM-32 problems including Squawks and Preliminary PFARs that were not
elevated to PFARs.
3.1 CEI Specification Compliance
Based on hardware evaluations, as defined in the KSC and Clearfield PEEPs, all CEI
(CPWl-3600A) motor performance requirements were met.
4.0 HARDWARE ASSESSMENT RESULTS
This section outlines the significant observations from the postflight hardware evaluation at
Thiokol's Utah facilities. The internal nozzle joints were disassembled on July 7-9, 1993 at
the Clearfield H-6 facility. The S&As were disassembled on July 9, 1993 at Final Assembly's
M-66A facility. The final factory joint demate occurred on October 25, 1993.
All observations were recorded on PFORs which provide a detailed checklist for hardware
conditions. The completed PFORs can be found in Appendix A. Appendices B and C contain
the measurements and safety factor data for the nozzle and insulation components,
respectively.
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4.1 S&A Devices
(Reference PFORs A-l-to-A-2, A-65-to-A-66)
Both S&A devices were in good condition with no O-ring or seal surface damage observed.
There was typical soot on the SII tips at both degree locations (18 and 198) for both S&As.
There was typical sooting to the primary O-ring (No. 1) on both rotor shafts. There was
additional sooting to the rotor and bore surfaces on the left side. There was also typical
erosion and heat affect on the LH BB-to-basket and basket shower cap environmental
O-rings.
4.2 Nozzl 
(Reference PFORs A-7, A-71)
4.2.1 Nozzle Metal Components - Excluding Joints
All nozzle metal components were in good condition.
4.2.2 Nozzle Internal Joints
4.2.2.1 Nose Inlet-to-Flexible Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint 2)
(Reference PFORs A-8-to-A-12, A-72-to-A-76)
This is the first flight with back filled RTV in Joint 2.
LH
One anomalous condition was observed. Typical scalloped shaped soot was observed to the
bolt hole circle intermittently full circumference. Soot reached the primary O-ring at two
locations, 108-150 degrees and 306-330 degrees. Both locations corresponded to gas paths
through the RTV. Preliminary PFAR 57C-01 was written on this condition. Soot did not go
past the O-ring footprint. No O-ring or seal damage was observed. Traces of water were
observed in the joint following demate.
The RTV backfill was below the char line over the full circumference to the nose inlet housing
aft face. RTV did not reach the primary O-ring. Gas penetration into the joint was observed
at 132.5 and 318 degrees. Heat affected paint, CCP and GCP/SCP was observed in the joint.
Eroded GCP and adhesive was present at the gas path locations.
Typical corrosion was observed in the joint.
RH
The RTV backfill was below the char line over the full circumference to the nose inlet housing
aft face. RTV did not reach the primary O-ring. No gas penetration into the joint was
observed.
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No O-ring or seal surface damage was observed.
Typical light-to-medium corrosion was observed intermittently full circumference upstream
of primary O-ring between bolt holes.
No separations were observed on the cowl assembly or the nose inlet assembly.
4.2.2.2 Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint 3)
(Reference PFORs A-13-to-A-17, A-77-to-A-81)
LH
The RTV backfill was below the char line over the full circumference. RTV did not reach the
primary O-ring. No gas penetration into the joint was observed.
No O-ring or seal surface damage was observed.
Typical light corrosion was observed inboard of the primary O-ring intermittently full
circumference.
Typical postburn bondline edge separations were observed on the forward end of the throat
assembly. No separations were noted on the nose inlet assembly.
RH
The RTV backfill was below the char line over the full circumference: RTV did not reach the
primary O-ring. No gas penetration into the joint was observed.
No O-ring or seal surface damage was observed.
Typical light corrosion was observed inboard of the primary O-ring intermittently full
circumference.
Typical postburn b0ndline edge separations were observed on the forward end of the throat
assembly. No separations were noted on the nose inlet assembly.
4.2.2.3 Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint 4)
(Reference PFORs A-18-to-A-22, A-82-to-A-85)
LH
The RTV backfill was below the char line over the full circumference. RTV reached the
primary O-ring intermittently around the circumference. No gas penetration into the joint
was observed.
Light corrosion was observed on the forward exit cone housing secondary seal surface at
0-to-6 and 354 degrees. Medium-to-heavy corrosion observed on throat housing primary
seal surface full circumference. This corrosion is splashdown related and is a nominal
condition. No O-ring damage was observed.
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Typical postburn bondline edge separations were observed on the throat assembly aft end and
the forward exit cone forward end.
RH
The RTV backfill was below the char line over the full circumference. RTV reached the
primary O-ring intermittently around the circumference. No gas penetration into the joint
was observed.
No O-ring or seal surface damage was observed.
Typical postburn bondline edge separations were observed on the throat assembly aft end and
the forward exit cone forward end.
No seal or joint anomalies were noted.
4.2.2.4 Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint 5)
(Reference PFORs A-23-to-A-28, A-86-to-A-91)
LH
The RTV coverage was nominal. The RTV extended forward to the aft end ring/bearing
protector interface intermittently around the circumference. The RTV reached the primary
O-ring at 290 degrees. Intermittent voids due to the assembly process were noted in the RTV..
No gas penetration into the joint was observed.
Light corrosion was observed on the fixed housing sealing surfaces at 110 degrees. Missing
paint and corrosion was observed on the aft end ring flange lip at 260 through 265 degrees.
Seventy-one of the seventy-two Packings-with-Retainers had typical disassembly damage to
the elastomer. No seal surface damage was observed. No O-ring damage was observed.
Typical postburn separations were observed.
RH
The RTV coverage was nominal. The RTV extended forward to the aft end ring/bearing
protector interface intermittently around the circumference. The RTV reached the primary
O-ring from 0-to-70 and 185-to-255 degrees. Intermittent voids due to the assembly
process were noted in the RTV. No gas penetration into the joint was observed.
No anomalous conditions were observed. Medium-to-heavy corrosion observed on the aft
end ring flange lip full circumference. All seventy-two Packings-with-Retainers had typical
disassembly damage to the elastomer. No seal surface damage was observed. No O-ring
damage was observed.
Typical postburn separations were observed.
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4.2.3 Cowl Insulation Segments
(Reference PFORs A-29, A-92)
The LH and RH cowl insulation segments were in nominal condition and showed typical
failure modes at removal.
4.2.4 Flexible Bearing Protector, Flexible Bearing, and Flexible Boot
(Reference PFORs A-30-to-A-31, A-93-to-A-94)
4.2.4.1 Flexible Bearing Protector
Both flexible bearing protectors were in nominal condition. No burn-through or abnormal
heat effects were observed.
4.2.4.2 Flexible Bearing
Both flexible bearings were in good condition. No heat effects were observed.
'4.2.4.3 Flexible Boot
The performance of the flexible boots was nominal. The flexible boot remaining plies and
margins of safety are summarized in Table III.
Table III. Flexible Boot Performance Margins of Safety
Degree
Location
0
9O
180
270
Left Hand
Maximum
Remaining Affected Margin
Plies Depth (in.) of Safety
3.7 1.17 0.42
3.2 1.34 0.24
3.5 1.24 0.34
3.1 1.37 0.21
Right Hand
Maximum
Remaining Affected Margin
Plies Depth (in.)* of Safety
3.1 1.37 0.21
3.2 1.34 0.24
3.4 1.27 0,31
3.1 1.37 0.21
4.2.5 Nozzle Throat Diameter Measurement
(Reference PFORs A-32, A-95)
The average LH nozzle postfire throat diameter was 55.867 inches (erosion rate of 8.23
mils/sec based on an action time of 122.0 sec). The average RH nozzle postfire throat
diameter was 55.925 inches (erosion rate of 8.47 mils/sec based on an action time of 121.9
sec). RSRM postfire throat diameters have ranged from 55.787 to 56.072 inches.
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4.2.6 Nozzle Phenolic Bondlines
(Reference PFORs A-33-to-A-39, A-96-to-A-102)
All bondlines were in good condition. Primary, secondary and total bondline failure modes
are recorded in Table IV.. Typical adhesive voids were observed in all bondlines.
Table IV. Nozzle Phenolic Bondline Failure Mode* Summary
Metal-to- Within Adhesive-to- Within GCPISCP- Within
Adhesive Adhesive GCPISCP GCP/SCP to-CCP CCP
P S T P S T P S T P S T P S T P S
Aft Exit Cone, LH 13 -- 13 ...... 87 -- 87 .....
Aft Exit Cone, RH 1 -- 1 -- _ .... 99 -- 99 .....
Fwd Exit Cone, LH 61 -- 61 -- -- -- 39 -- 39 ........
Fwd Exit Cone, RH 33 -- 33 -- -- -- 67 -- 67 ........
Throat Assembly, LH 100 -- 100 .............
Throat Assembly, RH 99.6 -- 99.6 -- -- -- 0.4 -- 0.4 ......
Nose Inlet Rings, LH 90 -- 90 -- -- -- 10 -- 10 ......
Nose Inlet Rings, RH 96 -- 96 -- -- -- 4 -- 4 ......
Nose Cap, LH _ 36 36 .... 64 64 _ -- -- 100 ....
INose Cap, RH -- 39 39 .... 61 61 -- -- -- 100 ....
Cowl, LH 4 -- 4 -- -- -- 95.4 -- 95.4 0.6 .......
Cowl, RH 14 -- 14 -- -- -- 85.5 -- 85.5 0.5 .......
Fixed Housing, LH -- 0.25 0.25 .... 99.75 99.75 100 .......
Fixed Housing, RH -- 1 1 .... 99 99 100 .......
P = Primary
S = Secondary
T = Total
All failure modes are expressed as percentages of the total bondline.
4.2.6.1 Ultrasonic Inspection of Fixed Housing Assemblies
Ultrasonic inspection did not detected any large unbonds on either LH or RH assemblies.
Several very small indications were detected. The smaller ultrasonic indications could not be
verified during bondline assessment.
T
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4.2.7 Nozzle Phenolic Sections
(Reference PFORs A-40-to-A-47, A-103-to-A-110)
Char and erosion margins of safety are summarized in Table V. Measurement stations that
contain an "N/g' means that data was not available due to missing material. The LH aft exit
cone liner was not recovered and therefore is not included. A small portion of the RH aft exit
cone was recovered and measurement were taken. All stations showed positive margins of
safety. The char and erosion data tables for each component liner can be found in
Appendix B. The RH aft exit cone had evidence of ply lifting in the CCP. Preliminary PFAR
57C-02 was written on this condition.
4.3 Leak Check Port Plugs, SIIs, and Ports
(Reference PFORs A-3-to-A-6, A-48-to-A-57; A-67-to-A-70, A-Ill-to-A-116)
A hair-like fiber was found on the leak check plug shoulder seal (right side (B), 126 degrees).
. This fiber was photographed and removed for analysis. It was later determined by those
present that this fiber was a result of disassembly
No anomalous conditions were observed on any of the internal nozzle joint leak check ports,
plugs, or O-rings.
4.4 Case Factory Joints
(Reference PFORs A-58-to-A-64, A-121-to-A-127)
A combination of chemlock and corrosion was present on the sealing surface of the RH
forward dome factory joint at 119, 186 and 297 degrees. Upon removal of the corrosion with
scotchbrite, pitting was present from one to seven mils in depth. Preliminary PFAR 57C-03
was written on this condition.
All other factory joints were in good condition with no O-ring heat effect or erosion
observed.
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Table V. Nozzle Char and Erosion Minimum Margins of Safety Summary
Hardware
Forward Exit Cone, LH
Forward Exit Cone, RH
Throat Assembly, LH
Throat Assembly, RH
Nose Inlet Rings, LH
Nose Inlet Rings, RH
Nose Cap, LH
Nose Cap, RH
Cowl/OBR, LH
Cowl/OBR, RH
Fixed Housing, LH
Fixed Housing, RH
Aft Exit Cone, LH
Aft Exit Cone, RH
Stations*
1 4 4.6 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 32.9 34
0.30 0.26 0.22 0.22 0.12 N/A N/A N/A 0.07 0.20 0.27 0.33
1 4 4.6 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 32.9 34
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 23
0.15 0.13 0.11 0.08 0.04 0.18 0.23 0.27 0.31 0.33 0.39 0.39 0.21
1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 23
0.13 0.11 0.11 0.07 0.04 0.11 0.20 0.24 0.28 0.37 0.42 0.38 0.22
28 30 32 34 36 38 39
0.15 0.32 0.12 0.36 0.31 0.15 0.12
28 30 32 34 36 38 39
0.15 0.28 0.17 0.35 0.33 0.21 0.15
1.5 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
0.64 0.59 0.67 0.65 0.68 0.72 0.68 0.63 0.51 0.44 0.12 0.02 0.06
1.5 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
0.54 0.50 0.84 0.79 0.88 0.88 0.77 0.76 0.52 0.42 0.12 0.01 0.08
0.3 1 2 3 4 5 6 6.8 8 9 10 11.3
0.03 0.14 0.28 0.41 0.58 0.53 0.68 0.43 0.22 0.30 0.42 0.37
0.3 1 2 3 4 5 6 6.8 8 9 10 11.3
0.06 0.13 0.19 0.39 0.49 0.60 0.59 0.40 0.22 0.32 0.35 0.41
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.75
1.80 0.72 0.60 0.62 0.66 0.71 0.67 0.76 0.97 1.61 0.62
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.75
2.43 0.84 0.69 0.62 0.78 0.71 0.74 0.83 1.00 2.37 0.55
84 90 96 102 108 114 119
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
84 90 96 102 108 114 119
N/A N/A N/A 0.15 0.03 0.26 N/A
* Station locations are shown in bold with the respective margin of safety shown
below.
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4.5 Insulation
As specified in the Clearfield PEEP, insulation measurements and inspections were not taken
on the RSRM-32 motors internal insulation. Insulation measurements were taken on the LH
and RH igniter adapters and can be found in Table 6.
4.5.1 NBR and Castable Inhibitor Debris
No significant NBR or castable inhibitor debris was found during the internal inspection at
KSC.
4.5.2 NBR Inhibitor Measurement
All NBR inhibitor thickness measurements were taken and added to the database. The data is
summarized in Appendix C.
4.5.3 Igniter Adapter Insulation Measurement
Igniter adapter insulation safety factors are summarized in Tables NO TAGI.
safety factors were met.
Table VI. Igniter Adapter Insulation Safety Factor Summary
Minimum Minimum
Compliance Safety Degree Actual Safety
Description Factor* Station Location Factor*
LH Adapter 3.05 11 150.0 3.65
RH Adapter 3.03 11 270.0 3.62
* Minimum required safety factor of 1.5 for the adapter acreage.
All required
Degree
Station Location
11 150.0
11 270.0
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5.0 SPECIAL ISSUES SUMMARY
Special postflight hardware issues were identified based on preflight conditions documented
in DRs, PRs, ECPs, IFAs, or by anomalous conditions observed in the evaluation of previous
flight motors. The following section outlines, by component, the condition and postflight
assessment results for the special issues identified on this flight set (reference TWR-64237).
5.1 Insulation
5.1.1 Internal Insulation
1. Condition:
Reference:
The RH nozzle-to-case joint flap thickness on the aft segment was
identified to be below the minimum requirement intermittently over the full
circumference. No repair was made on this condition.
DR 409141-01
Results: The Clearfield planning failed to include the action for this special issue and
the RH aft segment was rinsed out prior to a sample of the joint flap being
removed. No results were obtained.
5.1.2 Igniter Insulation
There are no Clearfield Special Issues for the igniter insulation component on this flight
set.
5.2 Case. Seals. and Joints
5.2.1 Case
1. Condition:
Reference:
During splashdown/recovery, debris strikes the case segment interior
insulation. Impacts have been observed to cut through the insulation to the
case exposing bare metal. This results in corrosive pitting on the case I13 at
these impact regions. This is suspected to be tied into "spider pitting."
PFAR 360T030B-10
Results: This evaluation was not performed. The "spider pitting" team determined
that the information would not meet the report deadline and therefore
canceled the request for the data.
5.2.2 Seals
There are no Clearfield Special Issues for the Seals component on this flight set.
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5.2.3 Joints
There are no Clearfield Special Issues for the Joints component on this flight set.
5.3 Nozzle_
I. Condition:
Reference:
The LH Joint 4 primary O-ring groove in the GCP exceeds the depth
requirements by 0.008 inch at 90 and 270 degrees.
DR 413107-01
Results:
2. Condition:
Reference:
Results:
3. Condition:
Reference:
Results:
4. Condition:
No abnormal conditions observed in the Joint 4 O-ring groove.
Performance was nominal with the deeper groove at 90 and 270 degrees.
The LH inner boot ring has wetline indications on the forward end at
2-to-9.5, 13-to-16, 323-to-327 and 333-to-337 degrees. These
indications are approximately 0.05 inch outboard of the bondline.
DR 410998-01
There was no sign of growth in the wetline areas.
Part of the improvement to the Joint 2 assembly method is the complete
bonding of the cowl segments to the cowl housing and cowl SCE
ECP SRM-2756, STS-57 FRRT, page 91
No unbonds or anomalous conditions were observed on either LH or RH
cowl segments.
Part of the improvement to the Joint 2 assembly method is the changing
from the "butter" application of the RTV to the backfill method of applying
the RTV_.
Reference:
Results:
ECP SRM-2756, STS-57 FRRT, page 91
The RTV backfill reached the nose inlet aft end surface on both LH and RH
joints. Two gas paths were observed in the LH joint. One gas path was
located 318 degrees. Soot entered the joint and extended to the primary
O-ring at 306-to-330 degrees. Charred CCP, GCP and SCP were observed
below the char line. Eroded GCP was observed with a maximum depth of
0.003 inch. Heat affected paint was present on forward end ring flange OD.
The gas path at 132 was located at a RTV repair andis discussed in Special
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5. Condition:
Reference:
Results:
6. Condition:
Reference:
Results:
7. Condition:
Reference:
Results:
Issue 5. Intermittent encapsulated voids with maximum diameter of 0.10
inch were present in the LH joint.
One large encapsulated void was present in the RH joint. The void
measured 0.39 inch circumferential by 0.775 inch radial and was located at
354 degrees. This void was located at a RTV repair location. The repair
depth was great enough to assure that the RTV was below the char line at
this location.
LDI present in the LH Joint 2 RTV located at 133.5 degrees and measuring
0.150 inch circumferentially by 1.625 inches radially. It was repaired by
injecting RTV into it.
DR 410545-02
A gas path was observed at 132 degrees at the RTV repair. Soot entered the
joint and extended to the primary O-ring at 108-to-150degrees. Charred
CCP, GCP and SCP were observed below the char line. Eroded GCP was
observed with a maximum depth of 0.006 inch. Heat affected paint was
present on forward end ring flange OD. This was the fist joint to have a RTV
repair.
The RH bearing protector has nine voids that were repaired by filling the
voids with silicone paste compound per process finalization procedures.
Insulation Work Center
No abnormal conditions observed at the repair locations.
Nozzle Work Center Design Engineering (NWCDE) is gathering data
relating to the correlation of bondline voids and LDIs. Evaluation of the
cowl, nose cap and forward nose ring is needed for both the LH and RH
nozzles.
Nozzle Work Center
Nine adhesive voids were documented on the LH forward nose
ring-to-nose inlet housing bondline. Five adhesive voids were documented
on the LH nose cap-to-nose inlet housing bondline. No pit repair locations
were documented on the LH nose inlet bondlines. No adhesive voids or pit
repair locations were documented on the LH cowl bondlines.
REVISION
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Two adhesive voids were documented on the RH forward nose ring-to.nose
inlet housing bondline. Four adhesive voids were documented on the RH
nose cap-to-nose inlet housing bondline. No pit repair locations were
documented on the RH nose inlet bondlines. No adhesive voids or pit repair
locations were documented on the RH cowl bondlines.
8. Condition: LDIs in LH nose cap-to-forward nose ring interface at 19, 20, 27, 48, 131,
132, 149, 150, 157, 283, 299, 306 and 314 degrees.
Reference: DRs 410535-01 and 410545-01
Results: Adhesive voids were documented near the LDI locations at 27, 48, 131,132,
149, 157, 283,299 and 306 degrees. No indications of the LDIs were found
at 19, 20, 150 and 314 degrees.
9. Condition: LDIs in the nose cap-to-nose inlet houslng bondline at 1, 16, 33, 79, 163,
177 and 316 degrees.
Reference: DRs 410535-02 and 410545-03
Results: Adhesive voids were documented near the LDI locations at 1,163,177, and
316 degrees. No indications of the LDIs were found at 16, 33, and 79
degrees.
10. Condition: LDIs in the LH forward nose ring-to-nose inlet housing bondline. The two
worst cases are located at 110 and 290 degrees on the forward end of the
nose inlet housing.
Reference: DR 410535-03
Results: No indications of the LDIs were found. X-Ray assessment of the forward
nose ring sections for LDIs was not performed.
11. Condition: l..Dis in the RH nose cap-to-nose inlet housing bondline at 32, 128, 145,
212 and 245 degrees.
Reference: DRs 410536-01 and 413901-01
Results: Adhesive voids were documented near the LDI locations at 1,163, 177 and
316 degrees. No indications of the LDIs were found at 16, 33 and 79
degrees.
12. Condition: LDIs in the RH nose cap-to-forward nose ring interface at 182 degrees.
Reference: DRs 410536-02 and 413901-03
Results: No indications of the LDI was found.
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13. Condition:
Reference:
Results:
14. Condition:
Reference:
Part of the improvement to the Joint 2 assembly method is bonding of the
cowl housing and the cowl SCP before joint assembly.
ECP SRM-2756, STS-57 FRRT, page 91
The amount of metal-to-adhesive separation was much lower than previous
cowl bondlines (typically 100 percent metal-to-adhesive). The
metal-to-adhesive separations were 4 percent and 14 percent for the LH
and RH, respectively.
LDIs in the RH aft exit cone GCP from 270-to-277 degrees and
approximately 37.0 inches from the forward end. The LDI measures 4.0
inches axially by 7.97 inches circumferentially.
DR 410567-01
Results: This Special Issues was written for the aft exit cone assembly originally
assigned to this flight. There was switch-out of the RH aft exit cone
assembly. The original assembly was returned to Thiokol. This Special
Issue will be performed when this assembly is flown. The aft exit cone
assembly with DR 410567 is scheduled to flight on RSRM-38B.
15. Condition: The LH aft exit cone assembly experienced an out-of-family temperature
condition of 111 degrees during in-plant transportation.
Reference: TWR-64976, S&MA Preflight Assessment, page 63
Results: No abnormal bondline separation modes observed.
16. Condition: The LH forward exit cone assembly experienced an out-of-family bondline
shim-to-coeflex differential (i.e. bondline thickness smaller than the shim).
Reference: TWR-64976, S&MA Preflight Assessment, page 66
Results: The bondline separation was typical of past forward exit cones. The
bondline separated 61 percent metal-to-adhesive and 39 percent
adhesive-to-GCP.
The shims appeared to uniform in thickness and were measured in on
location. The adjacent adhesive thickness was also measured.
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Table VII.
Degree
0
0
45
45
90
90
135
135
180
180
225
225
270
270
FEC Bondline Adhesive Thickness
Bondline
Location
of Shim
fwd
aft
Shim
Thickness
0.063
0.065
Adjacent
Adhesive
Thickness
0.063
0..060
fwd
aft
fwd
aft
fwd
aft
fwd
aft
fwd
aft
fwd
aft
0.064
0.065
0.062
0.062
0.064
0.063
0.062
0.065
0.063
0.065
0.063
0.062
0.074
0.062
0.061
0.063
0.075
N/A
0.061
0.062
0.069
0.0.65
0.0.60
0.066
17. Condition: The cowl ply angle has been changed from 0 degrees to -50 degrees on both
the LH and RH cowls.
Reference: ECP SRM-2674, STS-57 FRRT, page 94
Results: Erosion and char measurements were completed and are comparable to the
-50 degree ply angle full RSRM static test cowl measurements (FSM-02 and
FSM-03). All margin of safety calculations were positive.
REVISION
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Table VIII. Cowl Char and Erosion Measurements
Station
0.3
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
6.8
RSRM-32A RSRM-32B FSM-02 FSM--03
Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min
Erosion 0.31 0.28 0.29 _ 0.24 _ 0.37 0.23 0.35 0.23"" Claar .... "0.'72" " " "7"8"" " .'73" "6.:/3 " ,63"" "0_6"7"" "1 .¢_1" " .6"] "
Erosion 0.32 0.26 0.30 0.23 0.35 0.22 0.35 0.22
....... , ..... . .... . ..... , ..... . ..... b ..............
Char 0.66 0.70 0.73 0.71 0.57 0.62 0.60 0.62
Erosion 0.27 0.22 0.30 0.24 0.26 0.16 0.36 0.16
Char 0.69 0.67 0.72 0.72 0.58 0.67 0.57 0.67
Erosion 0.26 0.20 0.25 0.21 0.27 0.14 0.33 0.14
Char 0.65 0.66 0.65 0.76 0.60 0.69 0.58 0.69
Erosion 0.24 0.18 0.24 0.20 0.24 0.13 0.30 0.13
Char 0.62 0.72 0.68 0.75 0.61 0.69 0.64 0.69
Erosion 0.20 0.18 0.19 0.17 0.23 0.11 0.23 0.11
Char 0.78 0.69 0.73 0.77 0.62 0.72 0.67 0.72
Erosion 0.16 0.14 0.17 0.15 0.21 0.13 0.20 0.13
Char 0.70 0.76 0.69 0.80 0.59 0.75 0.82 0.75
Erosion 0.25 0.15 0.20 0.12 NA NA NA NA
Char 0.82 0.87 0.91 0.84 NA i NA NA NA
18. Condition:
Reference:
Results:
The RH aft exit cone is the first component to fly with NARC CCP.
ECP SRM-1999R2, STS-57 FRRT, page 97
The remaining sections of CCP attached to the housing were measured. Ply
lifting was observed the full circumference and axial length of the recovered
CCP. All margins of safety calculations were positive. The ply lifted region
was included in the char measurements. The ply lift investigation is
summarized in TWR-65606, "HPM/RSRM Aft Exit Cone Ply Lift
Summary".
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19. Condition: The LH aft exit cone CCP has high interlaminer double shear strength. This
CCP material was dispositioned "limited use" after this AEC was
manufactured. The I_,H AEC was then stored until the TEM-09 AEC with
similar material properties was fired and performed nominally. This AEC
was then dispositioned "use as is".
Reference: DRs 402834-01 and 409214-01
Results: Several sections of CCP were recovered from the inside of the LH motor.
Sections were shipped to the Clearfield facility. The sections were
misplaced at Clearfield and the assessment cannot be completed.
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Postflight Observation Records (PFORs)
Final Postflight Hardware Evaluation Report
RSRM-32 (STS-57)
November 1993
Prepared for:
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALABAMA 35812
Contract No. NAS8-38100
DR No. 4-23
WBS No, 4C601-04-01
ECS No. SS4775
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REQUIRED PFOR LIST
PFOR
S&A Device (Barrier-Booster and Environmental Seal Regions)
S&A Rotor Shaft O-rings (Detailed)
Side
LH
LH
SII and Port (At Removal) - 18 Degrees
SI/and O-rings (Detailed) - 18 Degrees
LH
LH
SII and Port (At Removal)
SII and O-rings (Detailed)
Nozzle Metal Components
- 198 Degrees
- 198 Degrees
- Excluding Joints
LH
LH
LH
Nozzle Internal Joint
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal Joint
Nozzle Internal Joint
Nozzle Internal Joint
Nozzle Internal Joint
2 (Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl)
Joint RTV - Joint 2
Phenolics - Joint 2
Seals and Metal - Joint 2
Drawing Worksheet - Joint 2
O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 2
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
Nozzle Internal Joint 3 (Nose Inlet-to-Throat)
Nozzle Internal Joint RTV - Joint 3
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Joint Phenolics - Joint 3
Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 3
Joint" Drawing Worksheet - Joint 3
Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 3
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
Nozzle Internal Joint
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
4 (Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone)
Joint RTV - Joint 4
Joint Phenolics - Joint 4
Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 4
Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joint 4
Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 4
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
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A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-11
A-12
A-13
A-14
A-15
A-16
A-17
A-18
A-19
A-20
A-21
A-22
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RV tED PFOR LIST (Co t.)
PFOR
Nozzle Internal Joint 5 (Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housh ._)
Nozzle Internal Joint RTV - Joint 5
Nozzle Internal Joint Phenolics - Joint 5
Nozzle Internal Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 5
Nozzle Internal Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joinl 5
Nozzle-Internal Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint i
Nozzle Internal Joint Packings With Retainers
(Detailed) - Joint 5
Cowl Insulation Segments
Flexible Bearing Protector, Flexible Bearing, and Flex[ ,le Boot
Flexible Bearing Protector Measurements
Nozzle Throat Diameter Measurements
Nozzle Phenolic Bondlines
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Aft Exit Cone Asse_ _bly
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Forward Exit Cone _ssembly
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Throat Assembly
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Forward Nose and
Aft Inlet Rings
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Nose Cap
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Cowl Assembly
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Fixed Housing Asse rably
Side
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
Final
Ten-Day
Report Page
Nomber
A-23
A-24
A-25
A-26
A-27
A-28
A-29
A-30
A-31
A-32
A-33
A-34
A-35
A-36
A-37
A-38
A-39
REVISION
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£FOR
Nozzle Phenolic
Nozzle Ph
Nozzle Ph
Nozzle Ph
Nozzle PI-
Aft Inlet ]
Nozzle PE
Nozzle Pt"
Nozzle P1-
Nozzle Pk
Flexible t_
REQUIRED !" _R LIST
Sections
molic Sections - Aft Exit Cone
molic Sections - Forward Exit Cone
molic Sections - Throat Assembly
:nolic Sections - Forward Nose and
ings
_nolic Sections - Nose Cap
:nolic Sections - Cowl
:nolic Sections - Fixed Housing
molic Sections - Outer Boot Ring and
)Ot
Side
LH
LH
LH
LH
1_I-1
LH
LH
LH
Final
Ten-Day
Report Page
N0mbcr
A-40
A-41
A-42
A-43
A-44
A-45
A-46
A-47
Leak Check Po
Barrier-Bc
(At Remo
Barrier-Be
(Detailed)
t Plugs and Ports
3ster Leak Check Port Plug and Port
"al) - 126 Degrees
3ster Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring
- 126 Degrees
LH
LH
A-48
A-49
Nozzle In ._mal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port
(At Remc 'al) - Joint 2
Nozzle In _mal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring
(Detailed) - Joint 2
LH
LH
A-50
A-51
Nozzle In _mal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port
(At Remo ,al) - Joint 3
Nozzle In _rnal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring
(Detailed) - Joint 3
LH
LH
A-52
A-53
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PFOR
Leak
REQUIRED PFOR LIST
Check Port Plugs and Ports (Cont.)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port
(At Removal) - Joint 4
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring
(Detailed) - Joint 4
Side
LH
LH
Final
Ten-Day
Report Page
Number
A-54
A-55
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port
(At Removal) - Joint 5
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring
(Detailed) - Joint 5
LH
LH
A-56
A-57
Case Factory Joints
Case Factory Joint -
Case Factory Joint -
Case Factory Joint -
Case Factory Joint -
Case Factory Joint -
Case Factory Joint -
Case Factory Joint -
Forward Dome
Forward Cylinder/Cylinder
Forward Center
Aft Center
ET Attach/Stiffener
Stiffener/Stiffener
Aft Dome
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
A-58
A-59
A-60
A-61
A-62
A-63
A-64
S&A Device (Barrier-Booster and Environmental Seal Regions)
S&A Rotor Shaft O-rings (Detailed)
RH
RH
A-65
A-66
SlI and Port (At Removal)
SlI and O-rings (Detailed)
SII and Port (At Removal)
SII and O-rings (Detailed)
- 18 Degrees
- 18 Degrees
- 198 Degrees
- 198 Degrees
RH
RH
RH
RH
A-67
A-68
A-69
A-70
Nozzle Metal Components
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REQUIRED PFOR LIST (Cont.)
PFOR
Nozzle Internal Joint
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
2 (Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl)
Joint RTV - Joint 2
Joint Phenolics - Joint 2
Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 2
Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joint 2
Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 2
Nozzle Internal Joint 3 (Nose Inlet-to-Throat)
Nozzle Internal Joint RTV - Joint 3
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Joint Phenolics - Joint 3
Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 3
Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joint 3
Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 3
Nozzle Internal Joint
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
4 (Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone)
Joint Phenolics - Joint 4
Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 4
Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joint 4
Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 4
Nozzle Internal Joint
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
Nozzle Internal
5 (Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing)
Joint RTV- Joint 5
Joint Phenolics - Joint 5
Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 5
Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joint 5
Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 5
Packings With RetainersNozzle Internal Joint
(Detailed) - Joint 5
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RH
RH
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RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
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RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
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A-72
A-73
A-74
A-75
A-76
A-77
A-78
A-79
A-80
A-81
A-82
A-83
A-84
A-85
A-86
A-87
A-88
A-89
A-90
A-91
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REQUIRED PFOR LIST (Cont.)
PFOR
Cowl Insulation Segments
Flexible Bearing Protector, Flexible Bearing, and Flexible Boot
Flexible Bearing Protector Measurements
Nozzle Throat Diameter Measurements
Nozzle Phenolic Bondlines
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Aft Exit Cone Assembly
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Forward Exit Cone Assembly
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Throat Assembly
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Forward Nose and
Aft Inlet Rings
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Nose Cap
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Cowl Assembly
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Fixed Housing Assembly
Nozzle Phenolic Sections
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Aft Exit Cone
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Forward Exit Cone
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Throat Assembly
NozZle Phenolic Sections - Forward Nose and
Aft Inlet Rings
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Nose Cap
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Cowl
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Fixed Housing
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Outer Boot Ring and
Flexible Boot
REVISION
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RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH A-110
Final
Ten-Day
Report Page
Nomber
A-92
A-93
A-94
A-95
A-96
A-97
A-98
A-99
A-100
A-101
A-102
A-103
A-104
A-105
A-106
A-107
A-108
A-109
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REQUIRED PFOR LIST
PFOR
Leak Check Port Plugs and Ports
Barrier-Booster Leak Check Port Plug and Port
(At Removal) - 126 Degrees
Barrier-Booster Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring
(Detailed) - 126 Degrees
Side
RH
RH
Final
Ten-Day
Report Page
Number
A-111
A-112
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port
(At Removal) - Joint 2
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring
(Detailed) - Joint 2
RH
RH
A-113
A-114
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port
(At Removal) - Joint 3
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring
(Detailed) - Joint 3
RH
RH
A-115
A-116
Leak Check Port Plugs and Ports (Cont.)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port
(At Removal) - Joint 4
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring
(Detailed) - Joint 4
RH
RH
A-117
A-118
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port
(At Removal) - Joint 5
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring
(Detailed) - Joint 5
RH
RH
A-119
A-120
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REQUIRED PFOR LIST
PFO___ 
Case Factory Joints
Case Factory Joint - Forward Dome
Case Factory Joint - Forward Cylinder/Cylinder
Case Factory Joint - Forward Center
Case Factory Joint - Aft Center
Case Factory Joint - ET Attach/Stiffener
Case Factory Joint - Stiffener/Stiffener
Case Factory Joint - Aft Dome
Side
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
RH
Final
Ten-Day
Report Page
Number
A-121
A-122
A-123
A-124
A-125
A-126
A-127
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
S&A Device (Barrier-Booster and Environmental Seal Regions)
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ..._" _"_:_/_.'1
Barrier-Booster Bore and Rotor:
a. Soot to or past O-rings?
b. Sooted metal surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Foreign material?
f. Heat affected or eroded metal?
g. Metal damage?
h. Excessive grease?
i. Corrosion?
j. Teflon retainer damage?
Date: 7- _=° _P3
_f
,/
J-
Comment #
/
t
Environmental Seal ReQions:
k. Environmental O-ring assembly damage
(visible without magnification)?
I. Foreign material?
J
Notes / Comments
Ao4_ c
(Ty_i_ ( .o.J,4,'_.)
q_d
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_Forms Attached:
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
S&A Rotor Shaft O-rings (Detailed)
Motor No.: RSRM-32 J Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):
Forward Primary_ O-rino: _'2.
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. O-ring defects/damage?
S. Ed'_ / _ L_o,_ t
I Date: 7-'_'_'3
No Comment #
/
/
Aft Primarv O-ring: at-/
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
d. O-ring defects/damage?
Forward Secondary_ O-rino: _ z{
e. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
f. O-ring defects/damage?
Aft Secondary O-rino: =d'j?
g. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
h. O-ring defects/damage?
/
i
V
t.i
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
SII and Port (At Removal) - 18 Degrees
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I- Side: Left (A) J Date: '7_q--93
I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): S. Ed,_ /_'. /-yO_, G. _'_/ot", /. /_'4___r_/C_/
SII and Port;
a. Soot to or past O-ring?
Yes No
/
b. Sooted surfaces? V /
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)? v"
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Eroded metal? _rf
f. Foreign material? v/"
g. Excessive grease? _,/
h. Medium or heavy corrosion?
i. Metal damage? V /
Comment #
J
Notes / Comments
/- /yk oF
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
__ Yes
Clarification Form (s)? __ Yes
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
N._----'_'N-oo Number of Forms Attached:
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
SII and O-rings (Detailed) - 18 Degrees
Motor No.: RSRM-32 Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _<', _"_/e_ t /f/'" ZtVOttl
Sll..
a, Foreign material between the O-ring and SII?
b. Eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
Date:
c.
Yes
Z . /_f,=__ " /_1
No
/
v"
Comment #
Primary O-rina:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e. O-ring defects/damage? v _
Secondarv O-rina:
f. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
g. O-ring defects/damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s) ?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes
Yes
___No
i
V/ NO
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
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Motor No.: RSRM-32
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): ._" _--_/_/ (
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
SII and Port (At Removal) - 198 Degrees
I Side: Left (A)
SII and pot1;;
a. Soot to or past O-ring?
b. Sooted surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Eroded metal?
f. Foreign material?
g. Excessive grease?
h. Medium or heavy corrosion?
I. Metal damage?
_. J./o.
] Date: 7_
C. 7;//.,, L. _4cCc,,_/_?,
Yes No
/
L/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
Clarification Form (s)?
__ Yes
REVISION
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
N_--_'-_'_O Number of Forms Attached:
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
SII and O-rings (Detailed) - 198 Degrees
Motor No.: RSRM-32 Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): 5". _'-<g/e_l I
SII: Yes
a, Foreign material between the O-ring and SII?
b. Eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
Date:
, c. T So,-'
q. c/,.%e
No Comment #
Primary_ O-rina:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e. O-ring defects/damage?
_;econdarv O-rino:
f. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
g, O-ring defects/damage?
J
J
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s) ? Yes
YesClarification Form (s) ?
__.._ No
("
V/ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Metal Components - Excluding Joints
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date: _}_'lj/_ f ?_._
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ . _>o..<_._l_J,._v,-I. _-'' (_)l'¢.--_----_ i _,t_, ____.1.___ -
Metal Component (check appropriate space when evaluation is completed):
Forward Exit Cone Housing Flexible Bearing
V' Fixed Housing V/ Throat Housing
_/ Cowl Housing Nose Inlet Housing
Metal Comoonents:
a. Metal damage?
b, Loose or missing fasteners?
(including forward exit cone forward shear pins)
c. Heat affected paint (discolored and blistered)?
d. Bubbled paint?
e. Missing primer or paint not due to impact or handling?
f. Heavy corrosion?
Yes No
-S-
v/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
/
Yes V No
Yes NoClarification Form (s) ?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION DOCNO, TWR-64240 IVOL
SEC I PAGE A-7
_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint RTV - Joint 2
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date: _! .-._--,-,tVq 3
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _,+e_'-"_#c _;5¢_k,11 "T_OG(2- F'J[_=-_TD_Jt
Joint RTV;
a. Gas penetration?
b. RTV not below char line?
c. Uncured/reverted RTV?
d. Voids within RTV?
e. Grease inhibiting RTV backfill?
f. Foreign material?
Yes No Comment #
v"
f
Notes / Comments
Special Issue 3.3.5
Preliminary PFAR(s)? V/ Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
Wep_ [_,'t',o_ ,4_ /3_ ._;"
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 VOL
IPAGE A-8
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: RSRM-32
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Phenolics - Joint 2
• Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _.,_ -Pf_5_rv_CAkJ,, .1_1_t7_ _.J_I"_,LJ/
°t 3-,,,t _ '_-3
Joint Phenoli_:_:
a. Heat affected or eroded CCP (below the char line), GCPISCP,
or adhesive?
b. Physical damage?
c. Edge separations (metal-to-adhesive, within adhesive,
adhesive-GCPISCP, within GCP/SCP, GCP/SCP-to-CCP,
or within CCP)?
d. Phenolics axially displaced from the housing?
No
J
J
v t
Comment #
c2)
Notes / Comments
ao5F_-¢'_¢-
-_ecp
°reliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes
R]£V]SION
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): .. _)'"7_--'-0 I
Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. "]'_v'R-64240 IVOL
SEC I PAGE A-9
_'__CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 2
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _,_. ,'_p,_.Vi_,, /V_,
Joint Seals and Metal:
a. Soot to or past O-rings?
b. Sooted joint surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-rings (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded* metal?
f. RTV to primary O-ring?
g. RTV past primary O-ring?
h. Foreign material?
i. Excessive grease?
(including in threaded and through bolt holes)
j. Metal damage?
(including index pin and bolt holes (through, threaded/
helical coil inserts))
Ib
k. Bent or broken bolts?
Yes
J
/
No Comment #
3
/
v"
v/.
J
/
v j
vx
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
.;larification Form(s)?
REVISION
V/Yes __ No
v _ Yes .______ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): r,_,_/" _ _ [
Number of Forms Attached: /
DOC NO. TWR-64240 I VOL
SEC I PAGE A-IO
I
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
PFOR CLARIFICATION FORM
General
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: [_eft (A) [] Right (B) Date: "7-t_-_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _._. PO.5"5 _k_ . _ _'re--<_l_l_v'X V. (__u_,._-_t-
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features): C3"c_P °'3LL's )'_ _3 _'_'_Jr_'_'
"h.Q.,..=_
• ;L_o
• _7_"
,/25"
° ,2so
• 325"
F'4'
.%
0
/#_. . =a'o
• 5_0
• ___'_
t25° .
Co, c,.)(- /32 . ._ 4,/. q #'/, __ _o. q z//. 3
_l_> _ /-[I. Z. .ql._ 4/d_. E _.3
NOTE: Rockwell 'C' hardness of 44 Is acceptable for D6AC steel
Rockwell 'B' hardness o! 88 Is acceptable lor 7075-T73 aluminum
Electrical conductivity ol 38 and above Is acceptable Ior 7075-T73 aluminum
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 lvoL
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joint 2
Motor No.: RSRM-32 l Side: Left (A) ]Date: °l "_Z,[-./ CL_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): "_tv_ '_'_A-_-'--_/_IIJ { 1-_2__.._c>(2_ _-f2_l-_tO( (.,O,,$y_Jll_ _)e.___y
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
Forward End Ring
Nose
Inlet
Housing
Cowl Housing
REVISION DOCNO. TWR-64240 I VOL
SEC ] PAGE A- 1 1
_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: RSRM-32
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 2
/
Yes
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): t/_. _'_/)___V_
r !
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. O-ring defects/damage?
No Comment #
J
Secondary O-ring:
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
d. O-ring defects/damage?
v'
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
v'//No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_mber of Forms Attached:
REVISION DOC NO. TWR-64240 JVOL
I PAGE A-12
SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint RTV - Joint 3
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
/-
./_J %/('_ "L. "p/
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):'_' .(_15 ICL _'_0 _q |LC_.__._._ I _ _t_:' _ _-/.._'f
Yes No
,/
Joint RTV:
a. Gas penetration?
b. RTV not below char line?
c. Uncured/reverted RTV?
d. Voids within RTV?
e. Grease inhibiting RTV backfill?
f. Foreign material?
i
Notes / Comments
Comment #
/
./
/
Preliminary PFAR(s) ?
_;larification Form (s) ?
Yes
Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 IvoL
PAGE A-13
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Phenolics - Joint 3
Motor NO.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date: _ _j/d/' _,_,._
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. _"/j'/,C..,_'._/_'/Z L.E_' _,/,._,_/IE_ y
Joint Phenolics:
a. Heat affected or eroded CCP (below the char line), GCP,
or adhesive?
b. Physical damage?
c. Edge separations (metal-to-adhesive, within adhesive,
adhesive-GCP, within GCP, GCP-to-CCP, or within CCP)?
d. Phenolics axially displaced from the housing?
Yes Nt_ / Comment #
/
I
/
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
,Clarification Form(s)?
itE_/ISION
Yes V/ No
Yes _/ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOCNO. TWR-64240 I VOL
I
SEC
i
I PAGE A-I 4
__-4_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 3
Motor No.: RSRM-32 J Side: Left (A) I Date: -7- _. _
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. E__eW.vl_ ' ,' /_. C_,_r_ "
Joint Seals and MQt_I:
a. Soot to or past O-rings?
b. Sooted joint surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-rings (installed)?
d. O-r.ing damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. RTV to primary O-ring?
g. RTV past primary O-ring?
h. Foreign material?
i. Excessive grease?
(including in threaded and through bolt holes)
j. Metal damage?
(including index pin and bolt holes (through, threaded/
helical coil inserts))
k. Bent or broken bolts?
Yes No
f
S
/
J
/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _._ No
Yes "mE NoClarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOCNO, TWR-64240 VOL
SEC I PAGEA-15
m
'__---4_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joint 3
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date: q
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ .OI_,C L _ ._)_[L_.-'d _"). IIrJ,LLr¢-_
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
_ULW q5
CCP
CCP
GCP
Nose Inlet
Housin
GCP
Throat
Housing
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 VOL
I PAGE A- 16
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 3
Motor No.: RSRM-32
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_.
Primary O-rina:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. O-ring defects/damage?
I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Yes
u
No Comment #
S
Secondary O-rina:
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
d. O-ring defects/damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes
.____ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_umber of Forms Attached:
REVISION DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64240 IVOL
PAGEA_17
_TIA__CORPORARON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint RTV - Joint 4
_o,or.o.:._.,,-_= I _,,."".,,,A, ID"'"Z_× 9._
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. _t,//_/ ,_./_)Z./_,_ ,4. _"_,e/_l_.<___
Joint RTV;
a. Gas penetration?
b. RTV not below char line?
c. Uncured/reverted RTV?
d. Voids within RTV?
e. Grease inhibiting RTV backfill?
f, Foreign material?
Yes No
/
/
/
/
/
Comment #
Notes h Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
YesSlarification Form (s)?
REVISION
No
2-No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. TW_,.64240 I VOL
SEC I PAGE A-18
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: RSRM-32
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Phenolics - Joint 4
] Side: Left (A) [ Date: 7,./_-" y 93
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. <_/J/C_ R/_//_._.E_' _. _'_,,_'L/.._L._::
Joint Phenolics:
a. Heat affected or eroded CCP (below the char line), GCP,
or adhesive?
b. Physical damage?
c. Edge separations (metal-to-adhesive, within adhesive,
adhesive-GCP, within GCP, GCP-to-CCP, or within CCP)?
d. Phenolics axially displaced from the housing?
Yes No Comment #
/
/
v/ /_z'2
,/
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes v / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
.,larification Form (s) ? Yes _ No Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 [VOL
PAGEA-19
"_'__.E_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 4
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date: 7J/../Z- y _j_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. (_ZJ/_J _. ,4/_//--z-.E,_" _. C_',_/-/ _ Z.,_"
Joint Seals and Metal:
a. Soot to or past O-rings?
b. Sooted joint surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-rings (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. RTV to primary O-ring?
g. RTV past primary O-ring?
h. Foreign material?
i. Excessive grease?
(including in threaded and through bolt holes)
j. Metal damage?
(including index pin and bolt holes (through, threaded/
helical coil inserts))
k. Bent or broken bolts?
Yes No
/
v'
v/
,/
/
,/
/
/
/
Comment #
/
Notes / Comments
Special Issue ,Vo ,,gPPR# ,_w 7"
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes v / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Jlarification Form (s) ?
REVISION
Yes v / No Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. T'WR-64240 I VOL
I
SEC I PAGE
A-20I
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joint 4
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) Date: 7_J/'/J/-'7'
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _'. <_4j'/_,_ t_./_/Z.LE_' A_, _2,_,_L/r..,<'Z-E
9,3
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
_ ,_7l/ 7"0 ,z_,/,_,# _ y o-,e//V_ /A/f_ _',4_/TT"EA/ 7/ >" ,.R_,O o
Z /_/."7 _o_'_'os/O,v' o,,_" _'l, vO _,v/ 7 c'o/vE ._ 7 _-754 0 _ e o °- _ '_
SEPAE/TT/IJN /_/7_/y//7"7_/TZ Y J(o O o /_,¢X = , 0/_"
cop
GCP
Throat
Housing GCP
rd _ Forward Exit
II Cone Housing
REVISION
ooc NO. TWR-64240 I VOL
SEC I PAGE A-21
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: RSRM-32
POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 4
I Side: Left (A) I Date:
/.
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. O-ring defects/damage?
}
/
Yes I_
V
Comment #
Secondarv O-rino:
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
d. O-ring defects/damage?
/
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
__ Yes
Clarification Form(s)?
__ Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 [ VOL
IPAGE A-22
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint R'TV - Joint 5
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. <_MI_Z R/_/ZF_E_.
Joint RTV:
a. Gas penetration?
b. RTV not below char line?
c. Uncured/reverted RTV?
d. Voids within RTV?
e. Foreign material?
IDate:6SJuL_ q
Yes No Comment #
¢.
i
v'J
/
Notes / Comments
I-//y,fE_r_j_/TTE/VX Vd/D-_ _4"_0 ° L._'_. _-7 Z,,'_F,_ ,,:)7" /3 _- 20° #PP_o>d.O z DF"
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
__ Yes No
Yes I// No.,ification Form(s)?
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 IVOL
IPAGE A-23
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Phenolics - Joint 5
MotorNo.: RS.M-32 I Side: Laft (A) I Date:8 JuL',/ cl :_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): '_.QOIf_...L
Joint Phenolics:
a. Heat affected or eroded CCP (below the char line), GCP,
or adhesive?
b. Physical damage?
c. Edge separations (metal-to-adhesive, within adhesive,
adhesive-GCP, within GCP, GCP-to-CCP, or within CCP)?
d. Phenolics axially displaced from the housing?
, ,'-7.,_,z cER, ,,4.C%,_L.j',,Le '
Yes No
¢'
Comment #
V
V
V
Notes / Comments
Special Issue
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
ification Form (s) ? Yes
REVISION
______ No
{
___j/__ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
Doc NO, _-64240 IVOL
i
SEC I PAGE A-24I
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 5
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _.(_dtc.k "-_, _llr.k_¢_._
I Date: 8 JUL.',.I G_ S
Joint Seals _Ind Metal:
a. Soot to or past O-rings?
b. Sooted joint surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-rings (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. RTV to primary O-ring?
g. RTV past primary O-ring?
h. Foreign material?
i. Excessive grease?
(including in threaded and through bolt holes)
j. Metal damage?
(including index pin and bolt holes (through, threaded/
helical coil inserts))
k. Bent or broken bolts'?
Yes
7
No/
/
/
v'
/
,/
/
J
/
/
Comment #
' _.s / Comments
1, 01,4,'. cl._ _6,',,_'.
d_ - _'//v'd ,_7 Z?O o c _,'VTE._ ,_<3 u 7"_o 4.7" /.lo.I S FO,¢-
Pro.liminary PFAR(s)? Yes
(. ,fication Form(s)? Yes
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 IvoL
IPAGE A-25
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joint 5
=o,o,=o..,,s,=-=_ Is,,,.:..,,(_ Io.,,_m_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_.Q/.JIC _-/_,Z. 6_ _._ ,,/2. C,d),ecI_Z_
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
,zTr //D "J
Aft End Ring
o=-,#7" Z/_ 2/.. _-o
Fixed Housing
Inner Boot
Ring (GCP)
Flexible Boot
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 IvoL
IPAGE A-26
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 5
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): //_. _(,t)1_
/
Primary O-rinq:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. O-ring defects/damage?
i /
Yes N_ Comment #
• _/_
Secondarv O-rinq:
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
d. O-ring defects/damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes
Yes
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION DOC NO. TWR-64240 VOL
SEC I PAGE ,_.--27
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Packings With Retainers (Detailed) - Joint 5
I Side: Left (A)Motor No.: RSRM-32
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): A" _'C/_t/=_ i//_" Lx_ 0_3,_) [_'' _q0"I"_-"4'
Packinas With Retainers; Yes No/--
a. Heat affected or eroded seal or retainer? :- J
b. Seal or retainer defects/damage? V
c. Medium or heaw/corrosion? /
Date: _ ___/ly I_'_"
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Pr(_iiminary PFAR (s) ? Yes ___ No
Clarification Form (s)? Yes No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
R_,qSION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64240 VOL
IPAGE A-25
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Cowl Insulation Segments
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date: q_ Z_"UR/ _ _>
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _'_-_ "_A.S_ptf_ _ _U'¢C_
Cowl Insulation Seoments;
a. Abnormal heat effects or erosion?
b. Soot between the cowl segment and cowl housing/SCP?
c. Uncured adhesive (silicone)?
Yes ?
J
J
Comment #
Bondline Failure Mode Percentage:
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-SCP
Adhesive-to-segment
Within segment
o-_5 _5-9o
q385 7o
Degree Location
2<0 _S
"7 .5"
-/.5 yo
5
75
zlo -5_ 2,1E- O
.otes / Comments
Special issue 3.3.3
_F--dOJJ_o
"reliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes
Clarification Form (s)?
__ Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVlSIO_ -- Doc NO. TWR-64240 I VOL
.. SEC I PAGE A-29
_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Flexible Bearing Protector, Flexible Bearing, and Flexible Boot
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date: O_..._'_[_/ (_'_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ "_'_-._/yl_E//_'_!_ <_,_,C/_
Flexible Bearina Protector. Bearino. and BOOt:
a. Abnormal bearing protector heat effects or erosion?
(including burn-through)
b. Cracks through the bearing protector?
c. Soot between the bearing protector and flexible bearing?
d. Heat effects to the flexible bearing?
e. Bent or broken bearing protector bolts?
f. Flexible boot burn-through?
g. Abnormal heat effects or erosion to flexible boot ID?
h. Foreign material in the boot cavity?
Yes NV_ Comment #
/
v/
Notes / Comments
Special Issue 3.3.6 _/C ,_AIc_rK'._.L _cAI_IT"IZ,'IL/ CL-_SE'/_V_ _"
eliminary PFAR(s) ? Yes S No
YesClarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. TWR-64240 VOL
SEC PAGE z'_--30
_'_-_-_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Flexible Bearing Protector Measurements (Data Collection Only)
Motor No.: RSRM-32 ] Side: Left (A) J Date:
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s): "_
Flexible Bearing Protector Gas Impingement Area Thickness Measurements (see figure):
JUL14,,,_
Thickness Thickness Thickness
Degree Measurement Degree Measurement Degree Measurement
Location A* (inches) Location A" (inches) Location A* (inches)
0 ,7/'_ "__ :_
--,_ 120 " ,_:_ 240 , 3,:._.h
10 ' :/o 130 ' _ 250 -
_ .20 "_ ,,._- 140 , 2.5__ 260 -' ,_'-_--
30 " -_-> 150 , _ ;,,: 270 • _(.
40 _' 160 " _; 280 , C/_"r
so _-'S _0 7/i 290 , -._
' "-' _ . = 300 -_/',"60 --:_ 180 ._3 /
70 ., Z_,_j 190 .... _ "
, .... ._ 310 '-_._
S0 . _ _ 9 200 ," ": '.4 320 -_-_-"
90 "-'• --'_,- 210 " :_" 330 -' _/
100 :/,L_ _ 220 " ,J-'_- 340 , J ,:
110 _ -:; _ 230 '._.'_' _' C' _-"-' T - "" - 350 .
A
* "A" is the minimum thickness of the bearing protector
belly band in-line with the cowl vent holes. It corresponds
to the deepest gas impingement location.
Notes / Comments
Clarification Form (s)? _Yes V/- No Number of Forms Attached:
RE'vISION ooc NO. TWR-64240 VOL
SEC I PAGEA-31
_"_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Throat Diameter Measurements (Data Collection Only)
Motor No.: RSRM-32 t Side: Left (A) I Date: _7-t.__-_Ij 2
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): ArlI_IJ£L ___N£tE_llE_ ", /_ICK _LLEC,_'3
Nozzle Throat Diameter Measurements:
Diameter
Degree Measurement
Location (inches)
0 _-S_i ''
45 __5, f37"
90 5 _E.Z7/ "
_35 _-3 ,_ 7_"
Notes / Comments
: _. 767 ,'_
_,arification Form (s) ?
REVISION __
I Yes _ No Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. TWR-6424'0 IVOL
SEC IPAGE A-32
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Aft Exit Cone Assembly
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _'T,_--'_G_-7-L:_/v/
,,3Ju,' v q3
Metal Housina Bondline Surface:
a. Soot?
b, Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
d. Corrosion?
e. Foreign material?
Yes No
/
/
/
Comment #
Note: Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only. Document if any cuts were relocated.
Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase end Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
/0
45-o)b 90-/,.5 ._
_5
Degree Location
/5D-12_, /z_-22E
/0 /0
9o 9o
_5 qZ 92
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method: JvLo._ W_D_E
Notes / Comments
Spec_a,,ssue3.3._5to,, _o_-_--_\ _o,_t;_- _o._o._ _o_._.
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes No Number of Forms Attached:
Doc NO. TWR-64240 VOL
SEC I PAGE A-33
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
MQtpl Housino Bondline Surface:
a. Soot?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
d. Corrosion?
e. Foreign material?
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Forward Exit Cone Assembly
Yes _,.
fV"
V"
v"
Comment #
Note: Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only. Document if any cuts were relocated,
Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase end Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Degree Location
l _'9-11_m_-'U.5
(po 7o 7_
3_
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Dean
IY]
Metal-to-Adhesive ./ / A-"Within Adhesive / jj
Phefiolic Removal IV_d:
Notes / Comments
S ecial ,ssue 3 3 16 '?"/,'E L;_-2x,,_/,'dZ:;- ajar:5 ),,(J ,d.J__,'_2,'#/--_._--x'.AJ_>-",'_,/_(;_'L_h.,_, A-,c,3",q-t)V,x%
P .... " " . , ..... _,.;...L.I _,, t.,D_C,,..JZ._ t _AC,_,br.X-,.W t,t.., I ' ""-'C I L/
Preliminlary PFAR(s)? / yes Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
.Jlarifics
, --_N° l
:ion Form(s)_ _Yes Noi
/'_F0! / ,_'.5 Jl AJ/i_ /
_54
22-_
Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. TWR-64240 VOL
SEC IPAGEA_34
"7"'.rz..4__ CDRPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Noz.zle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: R_/ld'-._ t Side: _Left (A) [] Right (B) Date: /'_'-_'-c._/-_ 3
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s)" "_.E/,_ t-_--i_'_-O/,_ v//"_ _-)/_-__Vt4_/t/
i
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
7? * o.=/o o._/o
l _,_ ° t ._o o. _,
2.,'11° l .ao o. _;_
•_'1_" /.Do o.Ho
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
-?.y
((._
S'.(
/6._'
Notes I Comments
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
7,E\'IS1 (2",
DOC NO
SEC
,'T_'_'R-&,4 Z,#O 1vo:
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Throat Assembly
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
Metal Housina Bondline Surface;
a. Soot?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
d. Corrosion?
e. Foreign material?
Yes No
d
J
Comment #
Note: Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only. Document if any cuts were relocated.
Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Degree Location
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phh__J_l]cs):
Metal-to-Adhesive _
/I
Within Adhesive ._" /f
Adhesive-to-GCP J
Phenolic Removal Method:
Notes / Comments
reliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
_/_No
v/no
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
ooc NO. TWR-64240 VOL
SEC ] _,_E A-35
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Forward Nose and Aft Inlet Rings
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspectorls): _. _)/--//_:/<C "TY"/_"_'Sf'O,/,_,/
Metal Housino Bondline Surface:
._.:._,L _Soot?. ..... _,.... _. . .........................
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
" d. Corrosion?
e. Foreign material?
Yes
v'
/
No
,/
,/
Comment #
Note: Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only. Document if any cuts were relocated.
Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
90°/3_
Degree Location
/3s--/,_b /[:_-2Z5
, oN
270-.._/5 5/G- 0
iooy ioo 
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
I I I
m
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
:HE dO9"_ ,_,O/-/ES/vE._'E,a,'J,,q/,,V_,4,,¢ ,e/'._.< o/,/ 7"/-/_= ,#:7 /A/LET" ._'/A/__,_ER
Notes / Comments /. ,_gEO/Z//v / TO /1/_--_,#VY _O_='_eoS/O,& //N7E_ "APTIT76=NT ,='U4./_ C/,_<:/../M
Special Issue 3.3.7 _/,,,_. v=;cl_ d_oc,_.e_,A-_.P._ ov, c._a.rTq¢c._'_'en_ _'orv_- &, --_.s_
Special Issue 3.3.10 ._EE c_/_,IF/_,_-/'/O/V .c'o_'/Y7 ,_"3_4
Preliminary PFAR (s)? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes _No Number of Forms Attached: _'._ _ f_'_
DOC NO. TWR-64240 IVOL
SEC " PAGE A--_6
"7"",_..¢_.I_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
i Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: R-_,_JB_-_,_ z j Side: _ Left (A) [] Right (B)- J Date: 7//Z2/=]_ '
Assessment Engineer(s)/lnspeotor(s): ,_.._/_/'/_Z _'- ,_',_'_-__'?",,,_v /
Nozzle Subassembly: ,,L--o.,e.I,,v,/C,,E D ¢o.._E. ,_/¢D ,_,c [ /dL_-_7 ,_1¢_
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements end Locations Below:
Degree
Location
. /10 °
/ZZ °
/Z7 °
22o d
ZZZ °
Z_5 °
5 /,_ °
Void Size
Axial
,37
.4,5
•d 
.JZ
,35
,_7
Circ.
.27
,2/,,
.JO
.2/
,g2
,Z/
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
• e75
,90
/, qE
...qd
I, L,/_
_. .3o
.qo
_..ZO
No;es / Comments
P.E\qsIox
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
SEC
j =_,GE
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: RSRM-32
PFOR CLARIFICATION FORM
General
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): '_, G_)O;_.(<...
Oescr pt,on:
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
NOSE CAP TO HOUSING BONDLINE
(Left Hand)
Degree Location Distance _
Recorded Actual Recorded
1 2 / ll.30
16 10.80
33 16.85
79 7.60
163 11.10
177 10.84
316 9.20
/&g
,77
Axial Circ.
Actual _ _ Width
_._o _ _
NOSE CAP TO FNR BONDLINE
(Left Hand)
Degree Location
Recorded Actual
Distance 2 _ Axial Circ.
Recorded Actual _ Lenqth Width
19
20
27
48
131
132
149
150
157
283
306
314
299
1.77
1.70
2.08
I .98
1.95
2.32
2.78
1.90
3.70
1.86
2.24
1.16
3.12
/,20 4-,P ._o .20
/. zo _ .3o p_o
/. 7o "v'_,.P _
• _ V'_'P -_
z°,,/O VoIp ,/5 , /O
Degree Location
Recorded Actual
110
290
FNR TO HOUSING BONDLINE
(Left Hand)
Distance 3 Void or Axial Circ.
Recorded Actual Repair Lenqth width
0.00
0.00
Other
Info.
T__D
m_._E0.u ND
Other
Info.
NoT _u/x/D
_,'vO
/,/,_f_-o4.,,,,vD
Other
Info.
,4oT IE;,,,_,.o
u
L,
4J
--4
m
m o._
C
C_ O
u
I
O • m
C u u
O
-,4
4J _ I
m
O O O
U U U
C=¢
4J 4J 4J
-_4-,-I*_4
REVISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 IvoL
PAGE
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: RSRM-32
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Nose Cap
i Side: Left (A) I Date: VlT- -I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _.(_bl IC., k "['. ER-E,S Tol,/
Metal Housino Bondline Surface:
Soot? .... :. ..... :. _-..... :.:: ..... _
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
d. Corrosion?
e. Foreign material?
Yes
I/ id
/
Comment #
Note: Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only. Document if any cuts were relocated.
Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Degree Location
0-'-/_ _-_?o 9o-/_- _£-/t3o Itao-_z_" zz_-ZTo Iz?o-$1(
, i
_I_- 0
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Q
Degree Location
o-#J _/_-qo 19o-/_y J_5,'-/801/80._._ _,zc-Z76
4o o ,sc 4oN aoy.Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
z7o-Sl_!31J- o
My&oH WEDGE
_q
/- _. / _; A/ 7" 70 M _ D / /J n4 C o /¢',E" o d l O H / _/ 7"_: I_ M / 7"Y E / d 7" ;" /,/ Z /- C /,'_' C /J,_/'Notes / Comments Z-,"/YD£OZ.,_ZE _._O,5"/d/VOh/,_/,_L d:/JT FWZ_ T/PAT iOo Z_O _
Special Issue 3.3.7 ,_v'_ ,_'E,_A_/,_.,K _'o#,A/_ ) E Vo,:_/s _=,,_1 _-_ _---/oL, J.
Special Issue 3.3.8 k/O/Z) RT"/3_ a/_ $'F,P-z_ _1_5# cAP t_'_ _E ,4 _ _1(I,¢l/. _,20 _/,_ b/#
# 5/'//#/-L vo/,D & #t_" _¢_o _ . ..n.._
Spemal issue 3.3.9 VOID ,#7"/o g,.7,_'A_,m _¢._Z_Q_v/_gl._c._._'_/_','u,_, /_' " " - "r_
_ ._.e.,JL_ _/VL),_,_,_I/_Lx,,_$-_./_COy.,,,I /77.7.B$-F.._ow I F/,,oDF_.NO,_.,,31:IK'/FIL,K._,7, C//_(,v
,_re.minar_ PFAR(s)? . Yes J "No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): 3/(,_'o°._K,_ZS-,_X/R/-K'#C/'£
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes v/ NO Number of Forms _,ttached:
DOC NO. T\VR-64240
I VOL
SEC t PAGE A-37
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Cowl Assembly
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date: "7/Z, ]c:(t
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): "-_-_,/v_ "'_,/3._._,_,_/(. "7__ _y_Z_k.j
Met¢l Housino Bondline Surface:
a. Soot?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
d. Corrosion?
e. Foreign material?
Yes No
v"
p,-
Comment #
Note: Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only. Document if any cuts were relocated.
Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-SCP
Within SCP
SCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
0-_> ?9'
-s/S
p .,¢
71
Degree Location
?3
ZZ-5-2.70
O
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics)_
Degree Lo_t_ ''_'_-'_
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-SCP
Phenolic em_oval Method:
Notes / Comments
Special Issue
Special Issue 3.3.13
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
3.3.7 _ dO;D._ (.).)z_,P-.._"t_dX)D,
~
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
/v__Tr,L TO"
Yes J No
Yes /.,// No
_;larification Form (s)? Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-64240 [VOL
SEC [ PAGE A-38
_=_._(__CORPORARON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Fixed Housing Assembly
Motor No.: RSRM-32 [ Side: Left (A) t Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _.(_UIC__ _. _,I..L._---I_
14 duu-J q5
M@t@l Housina Bondline Surface:
a. Soot?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
d. Corrosion?
e, Foreign material?
Yes
/
/
Comment #
Note: Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only. Document if any cuts were relocated.
Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
0-45 4E-qO qd-/35
Degree Location
/S-_-/,_O /#d-ZZ; zzS-ZT# Z'/O ..Y/5 _lS-O
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP 160 I0
Phenolic Removal Method:
,oo$ Ioo/ 
l/v£z_;E
o.a,'5"I
99.75" I
Notes I Comments
_o o /./_ FE'OPf _FT bND /.o _xt_ Z _ , 30 c/RCfJ_
___;o-_ ___ _._._ _T___ -_ _ _ oC _,_- "_+L____
,.,_÷L.__ v,.,,---'tL,_--_S
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes No Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 I VOL
I PAGEA-39
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Aft Exit Cone
Motor No.: RSRM-32 Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector(s):
Phenolic Sections:
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
Aft Exit Cone Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station
Location
73.77
77.77
83.77
89.77
95.77
101.77
107.77
113.77
118.77
0 ° 90 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
®
Negative Margin of Safety?
Yes No Comment #
180 ° 270 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
Yes No Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments
Special Issue 3.3.19
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
!arification Form(s)? Yes
REVISION
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_umber of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. T'k'VR-64240 IVOL
SEC I PAGE A-40
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Forward Exit Cone
I
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A)
I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ ,_, _/ :/ L _
I Date:
Phenolic Sections:
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
Forward Exit Cone Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station
Location
1.0
4.0 ,--_(. ";3
4.6 o_ .7/
8.0 • __ .-/I
12.0 • J?- "
16.o /'/ ,' /
,r
20.0 _) 'v
24.0 I '/- ,' "S
28.0 . -_O . _(?.
32.0 ' ": " ' "
IS .7_32.9
I-'_ ,d734.0
0 o 90 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
,--_ 7 ._._ , _7 ,7_/
Negative Margin of Safety?
.-Tg
,-_7 .7L
.37
,7Z , 7_
, / ,'
I
v
.i? ,7"-
L.--
Yes
Yes
180 °
Erosion Char
• 7.-_ .7B
• 3'4- _
,_, -_-
. _'._ .'T&
/.'/ :-
L?
, -B , _
• ,/_' .17f'
i
J
Comment #
270 °
Erosion Char
• / i
//. , /
!
L
/9 ,;_-
:S ._/
_///No Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Yeslarification Form(s)?
/
No
,/
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOCNO. TWR-64240 IVOL
SEC IPAGE A-41
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Throat Assembly
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _-, _ /U %: (" _ -%
Phenolic SectionF:
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
Yes No
J
J
Comment #
Throat Inlet Ring and Throat Ring Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station
Location
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0
14.0
16.0
18.0
20.0
22,0
23,0
0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
t,o/ ._'_ /,6g ,4_ /._4 ._
270 °
Erosion Char
./,o.._ , ,s'z
L ,t / -- I
', .T f I,_ ,d/ ..,,09 ._ /,o,' .
' _ S_ I.I/ dE' _ :
,' • . I,14 .F-'_ I, _- ,__s
:.2 's" . 4 _, :,2o ,4<t 1,7_ ,d 4 /, :_ . -_o
_,_ ;-o /,?i 74 /,p - :o :, : s - --
/, li_ . _?_ I, I? , s-_ I, , -. I, i > _ "---
i , .,': . Zd7 I. I_ ":-7 7,1: , d Z / , :_ ,j, o:
I,/5 .4z A tD , _8 1,/-_ .--_ ),1-_ --_
),_ ._ 1,o_ ,d_ I,Io ,4 -_ 1.14 .
94 7_ _< ,74 ?D .{B 94 ""
, , / • • _ _ _">
,-i: .90 ,7_ ,-_/ ,7-7 ,-7-.- ,Tz .??
t - .:": ,_-I ,_/ ,_I ,_/ ,47 ._
• :_ .:_ ,q?" .:o .4_ ,_o ,4: Sz.-
Yes J No Station:Negative Margin of Safety? Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
/
v"
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
larification Form (s)? Yes _/ No Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 IvoL
IPAGE A-42
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Forward Nose and Aft Inlet Rings
_o,or.o.: I Side: Left (A) I Date: <_./Z_/_'_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _N_,/(,, /£:_AS.f</K2_/j ' _UI_._., I _/L_e.-_"
Phenolic Sections: Yes No Comment #
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material? V/
b. Ply lifting? /
Forward Nose Ring Char end Erosion Measurements:
Station 0 ° 90 ° 180 ° 270 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
28.0 /.zz ._ / /_ ._ w/A /,/_ .67
30.0 ._a ._o ,4t7 ,_7 ,_&Z_ ._,/_ ,q_ .4_
32.0 ,08 ,_ .fO , S_/ . _2 ,55- /.o/ ,4/_
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No Station: Degree:
Aft Inlet Ring Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station 0 ° 90 ° "180 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
34.0 ._ ,4,/ ._3 ./..,o ._'o ._3
36.0 ._'<_ ,4,o _ . _)' .72 , _
39.0 ._:> ..__ , _,_ j. 5_, /,DO , _/
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No Station: Degree:
270 °
Erosion Char
._7 .d,3
.¢/ ,4,7
/,0/ , _0
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes V/ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
larification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes / No Number of Forms Attached:
OOC NO. TWR-64240 I VOL
SEC I PAGE A-43
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Nose Cap
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):
Phenolic Sections:
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
Date:
Yes
Nose Cap Char and Erosion Measurements:
No
v
Comment #
Station 0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
40 .40 ,A_ . ,40., .4g ,3z , .5/
s0 ,d/ .53 .AZ ,4_ .5__ 53
8.0 .44 ,5/ .,#4 ,,d9 .4_,_ .Z9
lOO . _ .d7 ,_5# ,#_ .4_" , d5
12.0 - _',_ '--_/ "_ ,_;_q .4_'_" • z_:_
_8.o ,V_' .4/_ .#9 .,d9 ,_/ ,_
180 .9,7 ,_4 .,_/ .-_" •7_ .4/
2o.o ,//5 .5/ /,o.{ ,._9 .,_9 ,,47
22.o /.79 ,4Z /,1_9 ,55 /,_7 ._Z
24.0 /,9d • 7_ 1 7'7 ,71 I, 7_ ,7_
26.o /,._4 .7o / z7 , 7_ z Z o ,77
270 °
Erosion Char
•.._ , _..
•32 ,47
._3 ,4_
,44 , Ec
,_ .4&
,_z ,45
,7/ ,,_7
.q5 .,¢7
/,_ ,_
/.I_ . 27
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes Y No Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments -_ _'_JO7"_5 /vTZ_X," ,,,_F_,C'_'_7"_" OEPT/4
Preliminary PFAR(s) ? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
larification Form(s)?
R2VISION
Yes 1/ No Number of Forms Attached:
Doc NO. TW'R-64240 [ VOL
SEC I PAGE A-44
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Cowl
Motor No.: RSRM-32 1 Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ , _-- !_j '/ ....
PhQn01ic S_ctions:
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
Cowl Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station 0 °
Location Erosion Char
0.3 ,30 , B '_
1.0 ,_ ,-7_
2.0 ,: '_ ,(_
f, / f
3.0 ,_c_ .<_
4.0 ,_ . _" t-_
5.0 , ,:_ ,TB
e.0 //_ ,7o
6.8 _ ._
90 °
Erosion Char
.3/ ,?_
,,7 ";' _ '7
/9 .gB
#
iS ,?Z
#
/<;- 2-7"
.I;'- B7
Yes
180 °
Erosion Char
. _o .7/
1.4-- j
_'- /Z
j I - .,
./7 z 7_
./_ .S,_
No
f
Comment #
270 °
Erosion Char
.__ ._
-( "_0
/B _ -Z_
f
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes No Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments
Special Issue
I
3.3.17
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
/
Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
larification Form(s)? Yes '-t No Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 IvoL
PAGEA_45
i,A?.l_ 15ORiCtNItL _-
OF P_.'_R _J_LITY
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
-POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Fixed Housing
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ ,/7. /(j// P" _--_
Phenolic Sections:
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
Fixed Housing Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station
Location
0.0
1.0 , O_ (' / _
2.0 , #0 /, 0 7
3.0 ,/ --_ _
4.0 , _ -_ /,0/
5.0 ,0 / /,o_
6.0 ,0 r /, 04
7.0 . O/ /,O 74
8.0 O0 _i /
9.0 ,o_'_ , _ -_
10.75 ,0 -_ / S _
0 ° 90 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
.o? /.2_ ._ _- / / Z
Negative Margin of Safety?
.0_- I,_(_
,o/ .?_
,o/ ,_7
o/ ,_._
DO ,_)7_
.oo ,7_?
_I ,73a
Yes _No
Yes
180 °
Erosion Char
o4 I, 13
,_2 t,/0
O( _ I .':
r ' I,:_ -/
oo I .o4
o0' /, o'-I-
Ol . _
Do , i>_
No
/
J
Comment #
270 °
Erosion Char
,_o 1.2 /
o _ .,'.o z
OZ / '
•0 _- /00
• oo >_
,0 F_O :7_?
Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments _ TE 7/"( /JF/" / _-.r <-._---_..Dd-?..--__,(/c_ic/-,,., ,_
Special Issue 3.3.2 _--_'- f',r"_(_ P/_ _ /_- Z'
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes No
,arification Form (s) ? Yes / No
REVISION ---
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOCNO. TWR-64240 jVOL
SEC
I PAGE A-46
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Outer Boot Ring and Flexible Boot
I I
MotorNo.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left(A) I Date" L-
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): 7 ,/'---- _',_/ " -
Phenolic Sections: Yes No Comment #
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material? 7"1
b. Ply lifting? _'_
f
FIQxiI_IQ Boot/Outer Boot Rino Interface:
c. Separations?
d. Heat effects in separations (if present)?
Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station
Location
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.3
0 ° 90 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
f
,_ .?/
0 _ ,_C
- c,Z_,_ /7 . /
Negative Margin of Safety?
180 ° 270 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
,' i ,, 0 , J
.I0 ,PO o f ....
• OF ,_ 0 _,/ -_z_
Yes
Number of Plies Remaining on the Flexible Boot:
Degree
Location
0
90
180
270
No Station:
Plies
Remaining
fv.
_._
_. :F"--
3./
. C; .-'--- /, o,"
..-,_
.0_
Degree:
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes No Degree:
Notes / Comments _ _-_f l; ,_ ""....... bJ _ _-- _ "_-< ..:-j.... "". _'_ d_ _ /: ' LD _ _:n _ ___ ....
.1_"-- ' ._ l-"c",,': "-' _-._,_- ?: ,,""r _. !,J ET-Yc'--- #'-.._.', . ,,2' _ d"-'_l-U., -" ...... -.
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
larification Form(s)? Yes
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 I VOL
I PAGE A-47
C_ POOR _)tiALITY
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Barrier-Booster Leak Check Port Plug and Port (At Removal) - 126 Degrees
i I
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date: "7" _" _'-_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): S, _'_<_ I /_/. 1-_,a/_i, _', 7"_/or,/ Z. //'/'_c_;v_c/v
Leak Check Port Plua and Port: Yes No
a. Soot to or past O-ring? v/
b. Sooted surfaces? t,/
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)? V'
d. O-ring damage (installed)? I,/"
e. Heat affected or eroded metal? V
f. Foreign material?
g. Excessive grease? V'.,
r
h. Medium or heavy corrosion? v"
i. Metal damage? p'_
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR (s) ? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
No
{
"___ NO
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
• i: • • .,¢'t ._. d =111
DOC NO. TWR-64240 rOE
SEC
I PAGE A-48
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Barrier-Booster Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring (Detailed) - 126 Degrees
RSRM-32 I S_de:,eft (A) I Date:7-'t- f"3
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): 5. _-,_., /f_. "/yO_/ _'. _r'_'/OP(
LQ_k Gheck Port Pluo: Yes
a. Foreign material between the O-ring and plug?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
No Comment #
V
J
J
Se¢ondarv O-ring:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e. O-ring defects/damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-64240 IVOL
SEC ] PAGE A-49
"_F'I.,_---_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port (At Removal) - Joint 2
I t
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) J Date: "7. __ _
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /,_), <_O_,y.pA.1 , /_/(. O-_'_ 0 t
' I /
Yes No
/
b. J
C. _"
d. J"
e. J"
f. v, /
o. J
h. j"
Leak Check Port PluQ and Port:
a. Soot to or past O-ring?
Sooted surfaces?
Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
O-ring damage (installed)?
Heat affected or eroded metal?
Foreign material?
Excessive grease?
Medium or heavy corrosion?
Metal damage?
Plug Break-away and Running Torques (inch-lbs): Break-away: _, -_
Running: 7
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes __ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s) ? Yes __L--//No Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 VOL
I PAGEA-50
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _). ,_,_
L_k Check Port Plua:
a. Foreign material between the O-ring and plug?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring (Detailed) - Joint 2
RSRM-32 J Side: Left (A) J Date: 7-c_- _
.,
Yes No
J
J
Comment #
Secondary O-rina:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e, O-ring defects/damage?
Notes I Comments
/
v"
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? Yes v/f No Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-64240 IVOL
SEC I PAGE ,4=_ 5 1
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port (At Removal) - Joint 3
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _U. _.y _,
Leak Check Port Plua and Port:
a. Soot to or past O-ring?
M, ¢c:o 
b. Sooted surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. Foreign material?
g. Excessive grease?
h. Medium or heavy corrosion?
i. Metal damage?
Plug Break-away and Running Torques (inch-lbs): Break-away:
Running:
I Date: '7- _- _
Yes No
v
/
J
J
r"
/o
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s) ?
REVISION
Yes I/" No Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 IVOL
IPAGE A-52
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring (Detailed) - Joint 3
Motor No.: RSRM-32 J Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): L_, __
Leak Check Port Pluo:
a. Foreign material between the O-ring and plug?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
Date: _ "7-_- <_
(J
Yes No Comment #
J
J
J
Secondar V O-rina:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e. O-ring defects/damage?
/V
J
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s) ? Yes
YesClarification Form (s)?
___No
(
v 7 No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 VOL
IPAGE A-53
_. CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port (At Removal) - Joint 4
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): X _;/_k_L_
Leak Check Port Pluo and Port:
a. Soot to or past O-ring?
b, Sooted surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. Foreign material?
g. Excessive grease?
h. Medium or heavy corrosion?
I. Metal damage?
Plug Break-away and Running Torques (inch-lbs):
Yes
Break-away: _/l_
Running: S
d
J
,/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s)?
No
7
Yes No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
OOC NO. TVCR-64240 I VOL
SEC I PAGE A-54
i
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internai Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring (Detailed) - Joint 4
Motor No.: RSRM-32 t Side: Left (A) Date:
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector(s):
Leak Check Port Plua:
a. Foreign material between the O-ring and plug?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
Yes No
/
.V/
l/
Comment #
Secondarv O-rina:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e. O-ring defects/damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
/
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-64240 IVOL
SEC I PAGE A'55
_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERA_ONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port (At Removal) - Joint 5
Motor No.: RSRM-32
J Side: Left (A) J Date: _"_4L//f-_
Assessment Engineer(s)/lnspector(s): _ _:/)/_i_.
Leak Check Port Plua and Port:
a.
b.
c.
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. Foreign material?
g. Excessive grease?
h. Medium or heavy corrosion?
i. Metal damage?
Soot to or past O-ring?
Sooted surfaces?
Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
Plug Break-away and Running Torques (inch-lbs):
Yes N Comment #
Break-away: 3/_
Running: /
Y
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes J No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Yes _// No Number of Forms Attached:
RE'VISION
DOC NO. TWR-64240 !VOL
SEC I PAGE A-56
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ _.f.//l_,2_. "
I,._ak Check Port Plua:
a. Foreign material between the O-ring and plug?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring (Detailed) - Joint 5
RSRM-32 I Side: Left(A) I Data:_'C"/V/y/_ -
V
Yes Comment #
Secondarv O-rino:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e. O-ring defectsidamage? _7
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR (s) ? Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
/
_rms Attached:
_EVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 voL
PAGE A-57
_'_--_---O_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - Forward Dome
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A)
I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): I _"
Joint Seals and Metal: Yes
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint?
c. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port?
I Date: a "`
Comment #
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. Solvent and/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion, Corrosion
removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes /_ No
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
"__---*4_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD-(PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - Forward Cylinder/Cylinder
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ I I'_
Joint Seals and Metal:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
2.tt,,%"=
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint?
c. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port?
Yes .__ Comment #
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. Solvent and/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion. Corrosion
removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOCNO. TWR-64240 VOL
SEC [ PAGE
A-59I
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - Forward Center
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) Date: _c I -Z._-c_q_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _,_,._
Joint Seals and Metal:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint?
c. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port?
Yes No Comment #
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. Solvent and/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion. Corrosion
removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes _ No Number of Forms Attached:
DOCNO. TWR-64240 VOL
SEC I PAGE A-60I
"CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - Aft Center
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): @
Joint Seals and Metal:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint?
c. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port?
I Date:7"2.2..-
Yes N_,,,- Comment #
V"
/"
f
J
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. Solvent and/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion. Corrosion
removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes / No
Yes NoClarification Form (s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVIS]ON
poc NO. TWR-64240 I rOE.
SEC I PAGE A-61
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - ET Attach/Stiffener
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Left (A) Date: Ct - t - _; ;_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _f" " _'-_,i_ 14
Joint Seals and Metal:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint?
c. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port?
Yes No Comment #
t
d
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware, Solvent and/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion. Corrosion
removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
Yes J_" No
Yes V No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION DOC NO. TWR-64240 VOL
SEC I PAGE A-62
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - Stiffener/Stiffener
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ T_ r_t'_
Joint Seals end Metal:
e. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint?
c. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port?
Yes No Comment #
¢._"
¢,f
J
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. Solvent and/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion. Corrosion
removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes _ No Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. TWR-64240 I VOL
I
SEC I PAGE A-63I
_--_fU_C_-_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: RSRM-32
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - Aft Dome
I Side: Left (A) I Date: 0 9" (..3[" Cj .._
Assessment Engineer (s) Ilnspector (s):
 c.hP K
Joint Seals and Metal:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint?
c. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port?
Yes No Comment #
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. Solvent and/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion. Corrosion
removal is.to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s) ?
Yes
!
Yes /_o
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. TWR-64240 VOL
SEC I PAGE A-64
_-__CORPORARON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
S&A Device (Barrier-Booster and Environmental Seal Regions)
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ c_ LI_ / _C)l_.v_
Barrier-Booster Bore and Rotor:
a. Soot to or past O-rings?
b. Sooted metal surfaces?
Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
Yes No Comment #
C,
d, O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Foreign material?
f. Heat affected or eroded metal?
g. Metal damage?
h. Excessive grease?
i. Corrosion?
j. Teflon retainer damage?
,f
,f
J
Environmental Seal Regions:
k. Environmental O-ring assembly damage
(visible without magnification)?
I. Foreign material?
Notes / Comments
o-r;,fi
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes ___ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes _ No Number of Forms Attached:
DOCNO. TWR-64240 IVOL
SEC I PAGEA-65
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
S&A Rotor Shaft O-rings (Detailed)
Motor No.: , RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):
Forward Primary O-rina:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b, O-ring defects/damage?
Yes No
,/
Comment #
Aft Primary O-rina:
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
d. O-ring defects/damage?
Forward Secondarv O-rina:
e. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
f. O-ring defects/damage?
J
J
Aft Secondary O-rina:
g. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
h. O-ring defects/damage?
J
J
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
YesClarification Form(s)?
V/No
(
____ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
"EW_-64240 I VOL
IPAGE A--66
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVA;I"ION RECORD (PFOR)
SII and Port (At Removal) - 18 Degrees
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _'_ 4e/_ / _ O'_,-_,
SII and
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
Port:
Soot to or past O-ring?
Sooted surfaces?
Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
O-ring damage (installed)?
Eroded metal?
Foreign material?
Excessive grease?
Medium or heavy corrosion?
Metal damage?
I,:,.t.;
Yes No Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form{s)?
REV1SION
Yes v// No
Yes V/_ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
Doc NO. T'W.R-64240 vo-
SEC I PAGE A-67
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
SII and O-rings (Detailed) - 18 Degrees
Motor No.: RSRM-32 J Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _"_e_ )
Sll:
a. Foreign material between the O-ring and SII?
b. Eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
Yes No Comment #
Primarv O-rino:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e. O-ring defects/damage?
Secondary O-rina:
f. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
g. O-ring defects/damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Ciarification Form (s)? Yes
.___.. No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_ber of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO. TWA-64240 JvoL
SEC
I PAGE A-6&
_'__-_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
SII and Port (At Removal) - 198 Degrees
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ &_v_ ) 1"_
/
SII and
a,
b.
c.
d.
e,
f.
g.
h.
i.
Port:
Soot to or past O-ring?
Sooted surfaces?
Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
O-ring damage (installed)?
Eroded metal?
Foreign material?
Excessive grease?
Medium or heavy corrosion?
Metal damage?
I Date:
Yes
f
Comment #
Notes ! Comments
/- /-;/of
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _// No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)? Yes _ No Number "of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOCNO. 3"%VR-64240 IvoL
SEC I PAGE A-6£
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
SII and O-rings (Detailed) - 198 Degrees
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): }_e_ /_ol_"_
SIh Yes
a. Foreign material between the O-ring and SII?
b. Eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
No Comment #
Primarv O-rino:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e. O-ring defects/damage? vf
Secondary O-rina:
f. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
g, O-ring defects/damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
REVISION
_____No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_rms Attached:
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64240 [VOL
IPAGE A-70
_CORPORARON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Metal Components - Excluding Joints
Motor No.: RSRM-32 Side: Right (B) J Date: '_L)/
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s); .__. _ _j_._,._. , ___ (_U _'C._/£.__ , _, _--._x
i f
Metal Component (check appropriate space when evaluation is completed):
V/ Forward Exit Cone Housing _ Flexible Bearing
Fixed Housing _'_ Throat Housing
Cowl Housing _ Nose Inlet Housing
Metal Components:
a. Metal damage?
b. Loose or missing fasteners?
(including forward exit cone forward shear pins)
c. Heat affected paint (discolored and blistered)?
d, Bubbled paint?
e. Missing primer or paint not due to impact or handling?
f. Heavy corrosion?
Yes No
J
J
v_
Comment #
Notes ! Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes -_ No Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO.
S5C
I
TWR-64240 I VOL
I PAGE A-71
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint RTV - Joint 2
Motor No.: RSRM-32 ] Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): J, _5f//_¢]
Joint RTV:
a. Gas penetration?
b. RTV not below char line?
c. Uncured/reverted RTV?
d. Voids within RTV?
e. Grease Inhibiting RTV backfill?
f. Foreign material?
•j Oete:q J,_L_ _
Yes No
v_"
/
v'
/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Special Issue
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
/
__ Yes V No
Yes _ No.larification Form (s)?
REVISION .--
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NOI
SEC
TWR---64240. [ vot
t PAGE A-72
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Phenolics - Joint 2
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspe_tor (s):
Joint Phenolics:
a. Heat affected or eroded CCP (below the char line), GCP/SCP,
or adhesive?
b. Physical damage?
c. Edge separations (metal-to-adhesive, within adhesive,
adhesive-GCP/SCP, within GCP/SCP, GCP/SCP-to-CCP,
or within CCP)?
d. Phenolics axially displaced from the housing?
Yes
/
y,-
/
I/
Comment #
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes '/ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
.larification Form(s)?
REV1SION
Yes ___V__ No Number of Forms Attached:
_oc NO. TWR-64240 I VOL
$EC I PAGE A-73
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 2
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) I Date: "7_ _. _._,2
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): {,0. _,v_ . /_. C)-_-0[_,"
t I '
Jgint Seals and Metal:
a. Soot to or past O-rings?
b. Sooted joint surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-rings (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. RTV to primary O-ring?
g. RTV past primary O-ring?
h. Foreign material?
i. Excessive grease?
(including in threaded end through bolt holes)
j. Metal damage?
k,
(including Index pin and bolt holes (through, threaded/
helical coil inserts))
Bent or broken bolts?
Yes No
/
/
v'
/
Comment #
/
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes _ No Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. 3"_ .rR--(4240 I VOL
|
sEc I PAG_
I A-74
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joint 2
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): J._l_ Iv_f_ _"_. _I,)'(._..
Nose
Inlet
Housing
CCP
CCP _
Cowl Housing
l
REVISION
i
DOC NO. T'_rR-64240 t VOL
SEC I PAGE A-'75
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 2
Motor No.: RSRM-32
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): L_._>/c>_v_
Yes
I Side: Right (B)
PrimCry O-r/no:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. O-ring defects/damage?
I
I Date: "7-- o/_ _...%
U
_N_ Comment #
/
_;econdarv O-r/no:
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
d. O-ring defects/damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR (s) ? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
REVISION
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
_oc NO. 3"%VR-64240 IVOL
SEC JPAG- A-76
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint RTV - Joint 3
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) I Date: _ _ j.,(_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): [</. CV|dJf_, _J. _'F_FL_/ _, I/),LL_'_-_
q_
Jgint RTV;
a. Gas penetration?
b. RTV not below char line?
c. Uncured/reverted RTV?
d. Voids within RTV?
e. Grease inhibiting RTV backfill?
f. Foreign material?
Yes No
/
¢
V
/
/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
.larification Form (s) ?
REVISION
Yes ,t No Number of Forms Attached:
DOC ,_O. TWR-64240 ]VOL
SEC I PAGE
i
A-77I
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Phenolics - Joint 3
Motor No." RSRM-32 I Side= Right (B) I Date= /O J_'L '7' _'_._
Assessment Engineer(s)/lnspector(s):, _-'<'.'_'_ L'I'/S _. ,_>_=_'Y _./_/_,_ Z./_._'._'
Joint Ph@nolics:
a. Heat affected or eroded CCP (below the char line), GCP,
or adhesive?
b. Physical damage?
c. Edge separations (metal-to-adhesive, within adhesive,
adhesive-GCP, within GCP, GCP-to-CCP, or within CCP)?
d. Phenolics axially displaced from the housing?
Yes
i
No
/
/
Comment #
s P'cA-SO
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes v/ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
;larification Form (s) ?
REVISION
Yes _ No Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NG.
SEC
"_"'_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 3
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
AssessmentE g,neerCs ,,nspeotorl,)"
Joint $oals and Metal:
a. Soot to or past O-rings?
b. Sooted joint surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-rings (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. R'IV to primary O-ring?
g. RTV past primary O-ring?
h. Foreign material?
i. Excessive grease?
(including in threaded and through bolt holes)
j. Metal damage?
k,
(including index pin and bolt holes (through, threaded/
helical coil inserts))
Bent or broken bolts?
I Date: 7-C_. "_'_,
Yes No
,/
J
J
J
J
/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. TWR-64240
i
tVO_
SEC t PAGE A-79
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joint 3
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s)' _./. _O_--L _/_/t. Sp_.t_.I_Y /_./'/'Z(__:/4
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
_" _'Tl,rJ_"_-/2c_ z_w_ r_'_L o'_cc.m
CCP
GCP
Throat
Housing
Nose Inlet
Housin
)
REVISION
_oc NO. TV_-4_4240 I VOL.
SEO I PAGE A-8(,.)
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 3
I
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _,_,). ,Sw_._ _
I -
Primarv O-rina:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. O-ring defects/damage?
I Date: 7____3
_J
Yes No/ Comment #
v"
J
Secondary O-rina:
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
d. O-ring defects/damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes / No
Yes _ No
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
Doc NO. TWR-64240 JVOL
s=-c I PAGE A-81
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint RTV - Joint 4
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) I Date: /'_ JU/--"/ _'
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _._'_Z,//__ _'._'L/SL_ ,_./_J/z:/__R'
Joint RTV;
a. Gas penetration?
b. RTV not below char line?
c. Uncured/reverted RTV?
d. Voids within RTV?
e. Grease inhibiting RTV backfill?
f. Foreign material?
Yes No
/
/
/
/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
YesClarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO, TWR-64240 VOL
SEC I PAGE
A-81al
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Phenolics - Joint 4
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) I Date: 9 (J//_J/_ "/ _,_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _-..-_'_U/_( _(f. _t_W_=,Z_/._,/E _,/V_j/_/._'
Jgint Phenolics:
a. Heat affected or eroded CCP (below the char line), GCP,
or adhesive?
b. Physical damage?
c. Edge separations (metal-to-adhesive, within adhesive,
adhesive-GCP, within GCP, GCP-to-CCP, or within CCP)?
d. Phenolics axially displaced from the housing?
Yes
/
/
No
/
Comment #
/
Z
Notes / Comments
,o2/
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)?
RE%qSION
Yes _ No Number of Forms Attached:
=oc NO. TWR-64240 I VOL
sEo IPAGEA-S2
_"___C_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 4
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) [ Date: 7c._Z."/ _
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. c_")U/C _. /-'_. _;A._ 15_ E _. ttl_//--/ E_"
Joint Seals and Metal:
a. Soot to or past O-rings?
b. Sooted joint surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-rings (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. RTV to primary O-ring?
g. RTV past primary O-ring?
h. Foreign material?
i. Excessive grease?
(including in threaded and through bolt holes)
j. Metal damage?
(including index pin and bolt holes (through, threaded/
helical coil inserts))
k. Bent or broken bolts?
Yes No
/
/
/
/
/
./
/
/
Comment #
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
.;larification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes Y/ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOCNO. TWA-64240 lVOL
SEC [ PAGE A-83
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joint 4
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) I Date: ? _J/L/Z Y 9._
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. _U/_:l ,_, _R_Z/,_/__ _,/_LL,_
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
(_ Rpl/Z_ELo_ c/-/_ /_./)vG _-_,z/ o/,ecu/#
, )
CCP
GCP
Throat GCP
Housing
CCP
Forward Exit
Cone Housing
REVISION
DOC _0.
SEC
TWR-64240 IVOL
, 1 PAGE A-84
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 4
Motor No.: RSRM-32 t Side: Right (B) I Date: ._ L._/_//_'_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s):/4. _fZ_._//Lej _ _]_,_ 2_._, L_"_J_,Fz//__
Primary O-rina: Yes No
/
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring? _/,
/
b. O-ring defects/damage? "1/'
Comment #
Secondary O-r/no:
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
d. O-ring defects/damage?
/
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
/
__ Yes " v" No
Yes J No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
_-_o Ivo_
IPAG_ A-85
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint RTV - Joint 5
Motor No." RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) I Date= _ jUL'_. _-_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): T<'.;_LqC_- /.L .(_A._LI_LE _, I'I'IIL_LE
Joint R'I'V:
a. Gas penetration?
b. R'IV not below char line?
c. Uncured/reverted RTV?
d. Voids within RTV?
e. Foreign material?
Yes
l
No
/
,/
,/
/
Comment #
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes f//' No
__ Yes _ No• .,'ification Form(s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOO NO, TWR-64240 I VOL
REVISION -- SEC I PAGE A-86
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Phenolics - Joint 5
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) I Date: _ _L:_._ (_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):_; _UIC__z _.CA,_L.J_L._ _. /_ILL-E_IZ,
Joint Phenolics:
a. Heat affected or eroded CCP (below the char line), GCP,
or adhesive?
b. Physical damage?
c. Edge separati.ons (metal-to-adhesive, within adhesive,
adhesive-GCP, within GCP, GCP-to-CCP, or within CCP)?
d. Phenolics axially displaced from the housing?
Yes No
/
,/
,/
Comment #
v'
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes v/' No
Yes _ No
._rification Form (s) ?
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOCNO. TWR-64240 IVOL
SEC I PAGE A-87
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: RSRM-32
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Seals and Metal - Joint 5
Side: Right (a) Date: 8 JUL._
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s): _. _/_/
Joint _;eals and Metal:
a. Soot to or past O-rings?
b. Sooted joint surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-rings (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. RTV to primary O-ring?
g. RTV past primary O-ring?
h. Foreign material?
i. Excessive grease?
(including in threaded and through bolt holes)
j. Metal damage?
Yes
v"
/
¢,
¢,
,/
,/
¢,
,/
Comment #
(including index pin and bolt holes (through, threaded/
helical coil inserts)) /
k. Bent or broken bolts? v/
P-'_liminary PFAR(s)?
D
L.,=rification Form (s)?
Yes V// No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
REVISION
Yes Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. T_'rR-64240 VOL
SEC l PAGEA-88
1--_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Drawing Worksheet - Joint 5
Motor No.: RSRM-32 Side: Right (B) I Date: _ 3L_[--V _.--_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): "_. _L)|Ck I-k :'_
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
/S) _o E_.CE55 q/ze #,,:s /At ZcddT I#OLe_
, _ LI_HTfflIE_n:ITT_IV7 .5 cA _rr E
O
/,";A E K-s
Aft End Ring
\
Fixed Housing
Inner Boot
Ring (GCP)
Flexible Boot
REVISION
ooc No. 3WVB'.-64240 IVOL
$EC I PAGE A-89
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint O-rings (Detailed) - Joint 5
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
Primary O-rino:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. O-ring defects/damage?
Yes Comment #
Secondary_ O-rina:
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
d. O-ring defects/damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
REVISION
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. TWR-04240 VOL
SF-.C I PAGE A-90
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Packings With Retainers (Detailed) - Joint 5
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I[ Side: Right (B)
m
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _, _l_}(_j /_. £_jOi'_)
Packin.q@ With Retainers:
ao Heat affected or eroded seal or retainer?
b. Seal or retainer defects/damage?
c. Medium or heavy corrosion?
Yes No
/
/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR (s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
Yes / No
Yes - 7 No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-64240 IVOL
8EC j PAGE ."_--91
"7"__ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Cowl Insulation Segments
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
Cowl Insulation Seqments:
a. Abnormal heat effects or erosion?
b. Soot between the cowl segment and cowl housing/SCP?
c. Uncured adhesive (silicone)?
Yes No/
J
J
Comment #
Bondline Failure Mode Percentage:
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-SCP
Adhesive-to-segment
Within segment
)tes / Comments
Special Issue 3.3.3
T_ _ c._=.,L_._,s,,,/,_r,e>,_ _,,,,E_-cs o.)__-_o e._//(_,,'7"-
'_-eliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
_clarification Form (s)? Yes
REVISION
S
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_orms Attached:
DOO NO.
SEC
TWR-(>4240 vOL
JPAGE A-92
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Flexible Bearing Protector, Flexible Bearing, and Flexible Boot
Motor No.: RSRM-32 i Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): "f_-;sH "_,,_Jf'_,_/W-,_/J/
Flexible Bearino Protector, Bearinq, and Boot:
a. Abnormal bearing protector heat effects or erosion?
(including burn-through)
b. Cracks through the bearing protector?
c. Soot between the bearing protector and flexible bearing?
d. Heat effects to the flexible bearing?
e. Bent or broken bearing protector bolts?
f. Flexible boot burn-through?
g. Abnormal heat effects or erosion to flexible boot ID?
h. Foreign material in the boot cavity?
I Date: _ _--C)_ _._
Yes No.
i /
V
/
v/
/
/
/
Comment #
o
Notes / Comments
F' 'tminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
REVISION
L//No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_s Attached:
DOC NO. TWR--64240 [VOL
IPAGE A-93SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Flexible Bearing Protector Measurements (Data Collection Only)
I [ 1A JUl-Motor No.: RSRM-32 Side: Right (B) Date: 'v"rlooS
/ r- , ,Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ _/,
Flexible Bearing Protector Gas Impingement Area Thickness Measurements (see figure):
Thickness Thickness Thickness
Degree Measurement Degree Measurement Degree Measurement
Location A* (inches) Location A" (inches) Location A* (inches)
0 • "_//,_" 120 _..O _'_ 240 , -..'?/
10 ., 1,._,_ 130 , _,/c; 2so , _, _ _'
,' , -_ 140 . _L,/,y 260 •
f
30 - _'J_ . 150 , _ 23 270 " 7,_:
40 ,- -'_,_- 160 T--_/ 280 " {_-:)_
170 ' - - 290 -"
60 _.b 180 " -/.._c- 300 - _ .
70 ." -'_ 190 .. 310 '
80 -i'_'_ 200 " f ,-,')_- 320 , -
90 ' c. 330
• " -7_" ." t
100 ' C-__: 220 , 7_.j__, 340 ? .3
110 :tL-_ 230 _ "_'_J._ 350 " --_. _. -_
A * "A" is the minimum thickness of the bearing protector
belly band in-line with the cowl vent holes. It corresponds
to the deepest gas impingement location.
Notes / Comments
Clarification Form(s) ?
REVISION
Yes No Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. TWR-64240 1VOL
I
SEC J PAGE A-94I
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: RSRM-32
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Throat Diameter Measurements (Data Collection Only)
J_,.,.: .,_h,(") I °=': _-7-/ 3
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_,f_i_ _tEL -[_r_l[_LJ E& , '_1(_ E _'_"_ LLE.C_ _
Nozzle Throat Diameter Measurements:
Diameter
Degree Measurement
Location (inches)
4s EE. _5 ""
90 ._.S'_S-,_'_# "
Notes / Comments
,.larification Form(s)? __, Yes No Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOCNO. TWR-()4240 IVOL
s_c IPAGEz-_--95
7",__._ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Aft Exit Cone Assembly
 o,o,No.. i s``.."'0"'("' I"'°:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _". _dlC (Y-- /_._/_/'Z C _-_
Metal Houq_inq Bondline Surface:
a. Soot?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
d. Corrosion?
e. Foreign material?
Yes
i
/
V
¢
Comment #
Note: Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only. Document if any cuts were relocated.
Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
_,dhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Degree Location
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
Notes / Comments /. f,2"lC zZ./ ,c.,£c/.// F_;ZTEA/C /,/A_'/_;L >',L C//Zcc,_j _ Zcc
l qE ,°
2_-" ¢/4,z.,z L ! CIEJ" )/_ FEL'/_q[:Z ,,_ID _ FC'Z.-L Cl_-Ca_.',
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
/
Yes t ' No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
_ Yes ' "
_ NO Number of Forms Attached:
DOCNo. TWR-64240 I MOL'
SEC I PAGE A-96
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Forward Exit Cone Assembly
1 Side: Right (B)Motor No.: RSRM-32 I
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
Metal Hot_inq Bondline Surface:
a. Soot?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
d. Corrosion?
e. Foreign material?
I Date: -i:
Yes Comment #
/
Note: Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only. Document if any cuts were relocated.
Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Degree Location
....._._ "_7 ..,-_ _, .3 i_.,.-_-IL;,S I//.:,5-,_7.__,S-._-,_
i
i- "-)0'C,- .L,C
_.q_..-->_ -_-Z_`,
"./L'?._I
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Degree Location
Phenolic Removal Method:
Notes / Comments lJ ; /)/L. _ /
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_.,arification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes No Number of Forms Attached: ,,:_'iO_/};
DOC NO. _,)_' R--_"4/4[J i
SEC I PAGE A-q7
"_'-__ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Noz_.le Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: _5,_/_'-.._Z I Side [] Left (A) _ RightIB) I Date
Assessment Engineer(s)linspector(s); l_, ___C.. _"1(-_ ,
f
Record Bondlina Adhesive Void Measurements and Lo¢ations Below:
3
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
.? #
,-7 ,"/
_.,t'_ _, / ,
r."*' '
..-_ _
(,_I, , '
t J., ':l , G • "*"
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
/0.7
_.'_
7.7
._/.-b._
,,p_._
Notes I Comments
O_NAL PAQ_OF Pc_,_ -. 15
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
SEC
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: RS,_M"_Z Side: [] Left (A) [_ Right (e)
Nozzle Subassembly: _ L_ ',£_ _\_--_
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
t ,:,,,,o.-/-/<?_--gf
(
Degree
Location
t_ .<Z
1_7.%
),?,<_,<_
I i
' " _'-'Z- 9
i i
..>._'i" _;"_
i
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
JY, 
_1,
_">/./
/_", !
_c ,U
hi=.:<..4
,r-,.],-) t_,, _ _,
Notes I Comments
i3)-_, ;4'.<:L,......
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
_oc No- 7V_'R- &,4f _4'Z) I vo,.
SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Throat Assembly
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ",._,,/'_''"_"_--_._.t_.,,_.V_(/.,/" . _0(_... F(_-_.[OI,_
Metal Housincl Bondline Surface:
a. Soot?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
d, Corrosion?
e. Foreign material?
Yes
J
J
Comment #
Note: Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only. Document if any cuts were relocated.
Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
o-qT ,-/s-?'o
/(2<?
r0../3¢
/oo
Degree Location
/oo
2_ ._/
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP _"
Pheno_Method:
i
Degree Location
j_
Notes ! Comments
z./_,_/ _z_i_.,,.,i l_Fr- /_ "" _'<,,+fT f.,<.'O,.
dreliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes '//No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
I
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes _No Number of Forms Attached:
A4_O -
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64240 i VOL
I PAGE A-98
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Forward Nose and Aft Inlet Rings
Motor No.: RSRM-32 Side: Right (B) Date: ?- _-C/3
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _.._LIICk -_. J_'IT.F-.STOi_
Metal Hgv_inq Bondline Surface:
a. Soot?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
d, Corrosion?
e. Foreign material?
Yes No
l
/
J
Comment #
I
Note: Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only. Document if any cuts were relocated.
Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
o" _3" •,z3"- Fo
Degree Location
9o-/._sl I_S'-18o i_0-z_-_"
,1°°% looo/o Ioo%
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
Notes/ Comments T,_ .,-gO_ _'_:/Y2_/JV/_/<j; ,_L;>N_"_b"_ 24ZN_; ON r,t./_ N_"7"/,V/.._7 /_//V_ ,,_'_',O
Special Issue 3.3.7
_. /F/_D/U/Yl ?0 V-/_RVY _o/_EoS/dN /AIT'_/_I/7 "1"_/'/ f ,¢'dLZ. _ //_/Jf_
Preliminary PFAR(s)? .--Yes V / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
v / Yes No Number of Forms Attached: A_'/O_A_
ooc NO. _-64240 JvoL
SEC [ PAGE A-99
CORPORATION
SPACE. OPERATIONS
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: R_,_J_'_- _ I Side: E_ Left (A) [] Right (B) Date: 7/ZZ/_:_,_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ _/__.//f_._ _'. r_c:,_57-O,iV _,
Nozzle Subassembly: _LUD _o S _, ('_tl_G
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
Z7£-- /.,-,/Z .qO
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
Notes / Comments
d
REVISION
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
Doc_o. T',VR- &4 _40 1,,o:
SEC
;AGE
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Nose Cap
MotorNo: RS.M-32 S_de:R_ght(S) I Date"Z/ZZ/@J
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_¢_. _/_A f,_"¢'_'7"<::_ :>_
Metal Hou_inq Bondline Surface:
a. Soot?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
d. Corrosion?
e. Foreign material?
Yes
I
No
v"
F
i
Comment #
Note: Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only. Document if any cuts were relocated.
Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Degree Location
13_-- /80 ,8o-2 Z_
ioo_ io<,,%I c>_/6
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method: 2v/F_-_A /
Degree Location
INED#E
-r-,_-=.l
3<7
Notes / Comments
Special Issue 3.3.7
(_Special Issue 3.3.11 ._Z_'_.#F'_D#Y/_'_" /.O,_,_AZ. _./_C/EZ/,4'/. /Z 8° _.,_ J:_'O/_ _q_f . 70AX/t/ I.. ,_._ _°dl£'(,b/
/4"_IF_. ,._'S",,¢"._#,,H #3¢ rX'. ,p%- y . • 10.714_'I _F'7',,¢, ,_$",i>_l._/, ",¢.ZS C/_E/..#[#'I _Zit_I,.Io IND
Special Issue 3.3.12 _/O #/VD/_lr/Oh # ,l_-/-/_2 _
I=o_liminary PFAR(s)? Yes / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? l/ Yes
REV]SION
No Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. TWR-64240
I (A-iz_7_)
VOL
I PAGE A-IO0SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
PFOR CLARIFICATION FORM
General
Motor No,: RSRM-32 I Side: [-]Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _-.. C_)o : el(...
/
Description: L. _;_ _ _._.%._._Jr
[_ight (B) j Date: 7-_-_)_
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
Degree Location
Recorded Actual
NOSE CAP TO HOUSING BONDLINE
(Right Hand)
Distance z Void or Axial Circ. Other
Recorded Actual Repair Lenqth Width Info.
32 11.52 #,.G'_ (/&','#' /,OO
128 8.10 _. S,_ Vo,'_q' ,70
145 4.50 /=;1, _'_'_" V_,'_ .4Z_
212 _ 15.50 /0. 7_F VO I'_ ,z;L_
245 12.80
Degree Location
Recorded Actual
NOSE CAP TO FNR BONDLINE
(Right Hand)
Distance 2 Void or Axial Circ.
Recorded Actual Repair Lenqth Width
182 1.14
z Distance from fwd tip of nose cap glass
2 Distance from flame surface
3 Distance from FNR - nose cap - housing interface
Other
Info.
_'0 0"/,,/ZD
REVISION
DOC NO, TWR-64240 VOL
SEC PAGE
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Cowl Assembly
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): "_[/v_ _/z_._,/],_,j,._/_d
Metal Hgv_inq Bondline Surface:
a. Soot?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
d. Corrosion?
e. Foreign material?
r
Yes
it
J
f
Comment #
Note:
Primary Bondline/Phenolio Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only. Document if any cuts were relocated.
,.- !
i
I
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-tooSCP
Within SCP
SCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
I
qq
_6 -/S-q
75
Degree Location
7O
t
I
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining_Bhenolics):
Dea_
Metal-to-Adhesive /
Within Adhesive "t_
Adhesive-to-SCP /
Pheno_Method:
/
./If?
Notee/ Comment,/_;vC .To/._,_c- _,k,/_,_,_ _J__./_J_-T_D ,,F7-_Ej'/-j:,,_S
Spe¢i=l l,mu, 3.3.7 /_ (J_Oi.Z_)S /-._----_ ;Z_Z_(--)N_o
Spec_a_,,sue _._._3_c_J_m_./U,_j _) _.--_O@_;,. L._/_ _ _o
Preliminary PFAR (s) ? Yes z-"/ i--"N0 Preliminary PFAR Number (s): .
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes L/ No Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
ooc NO. TW'R--64240 IVOL
SEC I PAGE A-101
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Bondline - Fixed Housing Assembly
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
Metal Hov$ina Bondline Surface:
a. Soot?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Voids in adhesive greater than 0.5 inch in any direction?
d. Corrosion?
Yes No/
W
Comment #
e. Foreign material?
Note: Axial cuts may be relocated + or - 10 degrees only, Document if any cuts were relocated.
Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
O-qG
IUYJ
Degree Location
I
7" ;': / C"?' (_.7'C_Ioo I,..- I 1
' I
I
I
", ' " -r
Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
Notes / Comments . _ ._
)_ ._ .$- ._. _\\_ O._x-_,
i
/,p...
¢_'_ ,/oo ,,0o /_,o
I
/_o /o 0
t t- •vo, > _ © SO oc-%_,,\_,t tl_w"
"reliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
Doc NO. 33ER-64240 IvoL
SEC I PAGE A-102
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Aft Exit Cone
Motor No.: RSRM-32 Side: Right (B) I 0.,.. "7-ct 4"3
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): )k)_.. _ _v.-l(._.
Phenolic Sections:
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
Aft Exit Cone Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station
Location
73.77
77.77
83.77
89.77
95.77
101.77
107.77
113.77
i18.77
o
Erosion Char
_ A
90 °
Erosion Char
0.17 0.4_I o.I_ o._
.IA _A o.n o._
Negative Margin of Safety?
Yes No Comment #
/
180 o 270 o
Erosion Char Erosion Char
pA _A _A 14
Yes / No Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments
/) Special Issue 3.3.18
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
larification Form(s)? J Yes No Number of Forms Attached: /_- tIO,_ / _" I_01_ t _' - Iio c iI_-II_b
REVISION
ooc NO. '/_"R-64240 [ VOL
SEC I PAGE A-103
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Aft Exit Cone
Motor No.: RSRM-32 J Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): O-c'I(--- --T-"
n-9 -qs
Phenolic Sections:
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
Yes
f
No
/
Comment #
Aft Exit Cone Char end Erosion Measurements:
Station
Location
73.77
77.77
83.77
89.77
95.77
101.77
107.77
113.77
118.77
I_S ° _3> °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
o. Iq o._&
o
Erosion Char
I(c_ '°
Erosion Char
t
I
_>.J_ o.s'-/
_._ o.s_ o.)_- d,.L,b
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes V No Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? v/ Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes vf No Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-64240 VOL
SEe JPAGE A- IO._ [J
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Aft Exit Cone
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
Ph_nolic Sections:
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
Yes
Date:
Aft Exit Cone Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station
Location
73.77
77.77
83.77
89.77
95.77
101.77
107.77
113,77
118.77
° o7/oo
Erosion Char Erosion Char
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes /
Erosion Char
O.!_ o.¢5-
Comment #
Erosion Char
O./_' 6._7
No Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? / Yes
CLarification Form (s) ? Yes /
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO. T_VR-64240 I VOL
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Aft Exit Cone
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_/_,
Phenolic Sections:
a. Cross:ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
j Date:
v"
 -,7-73
NO
,,I
Comment #
Aft Exit Cone Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station
Location
73.77
77.77
83.77
89.77
95.77
101.77
107.77
113.77
118.77
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
O.Oq
o
Erosion Char
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes No Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)? Yes _,/ No Number of Forms Attached:
REV1SION
DOC NO, TWR-64240 I VOL
sEc I PAGEA- _¢__£
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
PFOR CLARIFICATION FORM
General
[].,,,,,, I °"'" q- sMotor No.: RSRM-32 Side: [] Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): r_: _o.v-_(.._
LY
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
DISTANCE
FROM CHAR PLY VIRGIN
DEGREE FWD END CAP LIFT CHAR CCP
0 7 0.40 0.18 _ 0.46
10 0.39 0.17 0.09 0.43
15 ___ 0.18 0.08 0.418 ° 9 .06
30 6 0.42 0.19 0.04 0.50
10 0.40 0.20 _ 0.55
18 0.34 0.19 0.01 0.49
60 7 0.40 0.13 0.00
10 0.41 0.15 0.00 0.55
90 15 0.43 0.16 0.00 0.48
18 0.38 0.19 0.00 0.50
165 6 0.37 0.16 0.00 0.54
10 0.42 0.18 0.00 0.52
15 0.40 0.18 0.00 0.50
180 7 0.45 0.15 0.05 0.50
10 0.38 0.15 0.03 0.50
15 0.37 0.15 0.05 0.50
195 7 0.40 0.14 0.00 0.55
10 0.40 0.15 0.00 0.55
15 0.39 0.18 0.00 0.53
210 7 _ 0.10 0.00 0.55
10 0.42 0.15 0.00 0.55
255 6 0.37 0.2 0 0.54
I0 0.39 0.18 0 0.52
270 10 0.37 0.16 0 0.52
15 0.37 0.2 0 0.5
18 0.37 0.18 0 0.5
285 6 0.42 0.15 0.00 0.52
10 0.42 0.15 0.00 0.53
15 0.40 0.15 0.00 0.54
18 0.40 0.17 0.00 0.50
300 6 0.40 _ 0.03 0.52
i0 0.43 0.10 0.04 0.49
15 0.44 0.11 0.00 0.50
18 0.45 0.10 0.06 0.42
330 10 0.37 0.16 0.00 0.53
345 6 0.37 0.18 0.00 0.53
i0 0.39 0.22 0.00 0.51
15 0.37 _ 0.00 0.51
_o_-_ : _ _-- ,...,o.-,.L_ _,-_
'It., _C, _,.., ,-.,._C,we,.,_c _ •
£--od_& ._
_, ____ -_ _'_
[ _-./
I _ _,_ C.._,P.......
[;5;;;2//i
AEC P_c-_-c
_o._. o,.'i._,_"
REVISION
ooc NO. TWR-64240 you
SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Forward Exit Cone
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _.
Phenolic Sections:
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
Forward Exit Cone Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station
Location
1.0
4.0
4.6
8.0
12.0
16.0
20.0
24.0
28.0
32.0
32.9
34.0
0 ° 90 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
Yes No Comment #
180 °
Erosion Char
270 °
Erosion Char
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes No Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
larification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes No Number of Forms Attached:
ooc NO. TWR-64240 IVOL
SEC I PAGE A_104
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Throat Assembly
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) I Date: Z &
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): __ _-- /_j/Z//c"-._
J
PhQnolic Sections:
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
Yes No
/
J
Comment #
Throat Inlet Ring and Throat Ring Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station
Location
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0
14.0
16.0
18.0
B
20.0
22,0
23.0
0 o 90 ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
I _O ._x- 1,1( ,Dz 1,4>< ._+
1,10 ./_ I, I E- , 2:£ /,o7 ,70
1.1_ _-7
I,? i ..:
t ".E ;-<#
I. !3 _-,
I,c4. ,,_ ._
b) -."
• 1 .g¢
.7_ .?g
,52 ,7.
<.z,, ?8
Negative Margin of Safety?
1,2--D ,g_ I._O ,{._
7,2 5-- .Dr ),Z3 g -_
/,2 _ ,L>c I. tD , _<#
I, _<7 ,5-8 )..,.5- ,_-_
/, ;7 , g 73 i,/z_ . _-_
2, )0 ,58 /,/5-- ,g2
• _7S ,?/ 93 .7/
,74 ,o0o 7_7- ,7<#
t
,4o _.7 .4 ./ ,7
270 °
Erosion Char
I,o7 .g8
),11 .d--
it21 ,57
I, zZ , _-g
I,/B , F_
i,/7 ,_
I.o9 .& c
.9_ ,77
,?_ .81
g_? 77
.¢& ,8f
Yes v//'_No Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
.'larification Form(s)? Yes
REVISION
'_ No
i
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
Doc NO. TWR-64240 I VOL
sac I PAGE A_IO_
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: RSRM-32
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _'2/_,_E/E.I _5..<l.l)R/j,_tjic _ ,. ¢_IIx/_..5 ,
Phenolic Sections: Yes No
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material? d'
b. Ply lifting? k/
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Forward Nose and Aft Inlet Rings
I ","' I °"'°
Comment #
Forward Nose Ring Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station 0 o 90 o
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char
28.0 *<_ 7 • 73 /,O<;f-- • _,,_,
30.0 ._o ./_y' . z_O -F,_
32.0 ._ 40 ,30 ,&,5
180 °
Erosion Char
1,2Z .l_,
.95 ._,,9
270 °
Erosion Char
/.// ._d
.9o ._5
• 91..5_,
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes V No Station: Degree:
Aft Inlet Ring Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station 0 ° 90 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char
34.0 o 8<_ ,, /_/_o .<_5 , _¢'_"
36.0 .<_ ./_,4 ,2_7 .7/
38.0 - 8Z . _ / .P# .l.,,7
39.0 . eL.. •_,_ . _(¢ ,,_7
Negative Margin of Safety?
180 °
Erosion Char
.?o ._o
.?_ ._-_,
/
Yes t" No Station:
270 °
Erosion Char
.B_ ._
.P_ ._5
Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes d No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes v" No Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO.
SEC
"I_VR-64240 IVOL
PAGE A-106
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Nose Cap
 o,o,.o I "'0"',', 1°"o
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): C'_,#,e_", /_,p'_/.,/, _zJ/_/_/-._:e_"
Phenolic Sections: Yes No Comment #
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material? y/
b. Ply lifting? /
Nose Cap Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station 0 o 90 o
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char
1.5 .7<_'_ ,3Z -5/
4.0 .37 .47 .__3 °5/
8.0 .37 ,## ,33 .5/
8.0 , _ / ,#_ .3_' ,,#_
10.0 .#q ,_/ ,_£ ,4s
12.0 .._/ .A__ ,,#_ ,,_#
14.o .5?' .,_ ._,0 ..d,_
lS.O • 7/ .37 ,_/_ .#/p
180 ,_ .'_f ,Tq ,4_"
20.0 ,_z ,_d ,_'7 ,_;_
24.0 _<_c_ ._ /.<_0 • _,
180 ° 270 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
,d7 .#Z
•36 ,4_
,4/ ,¢/
A_ .37
•7_ .4/
._4 .42
/. y3 , YJ
/._I ,7#
.2q .5-_
.4/ ._
,_,_, .#4
._5 .4q
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No Station: Degree:
Notes I Comments .-_ L_E _Jo'[_ 5 i_']_,_ A2PP'_T£_) L_EPTH
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes ______ No" Number of Forms Attached:
DOCNO T_-R-64240 IVOL
SEC I PAGE A-107
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Cowl
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /__ ,_- _// *' =_,E-S
PhQnolic Sections:
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
Cowl Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station 0 °
Location Erosion Char
0.3 ,20 ,-7_
1.o ,_o ,E4
2.0 ,/-
3.0 ,2:- , g"---
4,0 ,"
5.0 -"
6.0 "// • £ ;)
8.8 ,:o , ? /
Negative Margin of Safety?
Yes
90 ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
,2 _ D'o /.'/_ /, _7 _
• z7 ,9_ ._c> .73
,2 t ,g 7 .z "/ .7/
.2o .7I ,2 : ,74-
,/,_ ,27 ,/_ .73
. ID ,7I . lY ,7_
Yes _"'_N o Station:
No
/
J
Comment #
270 °
Erosion Char
24 _-_
,_7_ .7/
• 2/ ,-_g
,/7 .P7
/ 5-- . Co
Degree:
Notes I Comments
Special Issue 3.3.17
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
larification Form (s)? __ Yes
": No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
No_-N'_--_Number of Forms Attached:
"_u,q//T_,
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-64240 ] vou
sEc ]PAGE A-108
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Fixed Housing
Motor No.: RSRM-32 Side: Right (B) Date: _ Z C- _ _J
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /--, _-. _ X/ _"E"---_
Phenolic Sections: Yes No Comment #
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material? /
b. Ply lifting?
Fixed Housing Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station
Location
0.0
1.0
2.0 ,D/ /,D.5
3.0 ,D:_ /,_7
4.0 7'/' ), _TF
s0 ,00 /,0 )
6.0 O0 /,0_-
7.0 , O0 !, 00
80 ,c.o ._ Z
9.0 /"_ .7 _-;F
 O.TS
0 o 90 ° 180 ° 270 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
.C_ /,o, _ ,oc .9 .#- ,_ 1,6_ ,oz /,o_
l,oJ
Negative Margin of Safety?
,oz ,94
,0o ,_?
. o:. ._4
.o0 ?o
I, oo
,9/
.pp . G7
._ ._
'i ( •
.i_o .7 2
,oi /,o4-
oo /, 4_9
/.0_-
4 c_
/, oo
.oo ,
/</9 .7 / _ /v'/ _,,,u_
r
• / ¢ I. g_ N/4 X dd_ / / I, FT_
Yes / No Station: Degree:
"OF/b,-, '_'_ ', _.., ..
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _. Yes V/_No
(
Yes _ Nolarification Form (s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOCNO. TW_--64240 }VOL
SEC I PAGE A-109
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Phenolic Sections - Outer Boot Ring and Flexible Boot
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) Date: _:_- _ - j
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ t_-. _J '/<_- _ _- -_
Phenoli¢ Sections:
a. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
b. Ply lifting?
Yes No Comment #
Flexible Boot/Outer Boot Rina Interface:
c. Separations?
d. Heat effects in separations (if present)?
Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Measurements:
Station 0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
8.0 . c._= /,0_ ,o_- . 9 _ . o8 .9/
9.0 .o4- /.o/ , o2 ,90 , o "- _?
1o.o .o/ t.o:_ ,o2; ._>7 ,_'/ ._2
11.3 ,4: _ /,ol , ,_ . _>_;> . _>o . "?_"
Negative Margin of Safety?
Yes _ No Station:
Number of Plies Remaining on the Flexible Boot:
Degree
Location
0
90
180
270
Plies
Remaining
_./
-5./
270 °
Erosion Char
• o'_ S_, <
! 0 ,."• ¢....=.
Degree:
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes No Degree:
Notes I Comments
< _-- i:/.// ......
¢)
- A, _- 0
/4 6"--_._-r-- g F _4.- <'"_"-7_ _ c_7>;-7j
_'- / /' '0
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
,arification Form (s) ? Yes
(/
,/
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-(>4240 VOL
PAGE A-110
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _-C
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Barrier-Booster Leak Check Port Plug and Port (At Removal) - 126 Degrees
.;.._,, .i,h,,., o.,.:
/ t
Leak Check Port Plua and Port:
a. Soot to or past O-ring?
Yes No Comment #
J
b. Sooted surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. Foreign material? _'_
g. Excessive grease? J
h. Medium or heavy corrosion?
i. Metal damage?
Notes ! Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes v// No
Yes v 7 No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
T_\rR-64240 jVOL
JPAGE A-111
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Barrier-Booster Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring (Detailed) - 126 Degrees
I
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
AssessmentEngineer(s)llnspector(s): )_.?_ )kkQ/_h
Leak Check Port Plu,,:
a. Foreign material between the O-ring and plug?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
Yes No
,,I"
J
Comment #
Secondarv O-rina:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e. O-ring defects/damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
YesClarification Form(s)?
REVISION
b/No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
DOC NO. TWR-642A0 I VOL
SEC I PAGE A- 112
CORPORA'lION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port (At Removal) - Joint 2
I I
Motor
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /_. (_0 l-_#; j _/_J, S :_._ !1_
Leak Check Port Pluo end Port: Yes No
a. Soot to or past O-ring? "t"
b. Sooted surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. Foreign material?
g. Excessive grease?
h. Medium or heavy corroslon?
i. Metal damage?
Plug Break-away and Running Torques (inch-lbs): Break-away:
Running: L_
,i'
J
,,,/
J
,/
J
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes P' No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s) ?
REVISION
Yes /J No Number of Forms Attached:
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_-_--_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring (Detailed) - Joint 2
Motor No.: RSRM-32 ] Side: Right (B) Date: 7-c_-_'_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _4), ,_,_._, //_. i_-_l.-__,_.. _" "_E'eJ"4_f"_='_U
L.Qak Check Port Plua:
a. Foreign material between the O-ring and plug?
b, Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
Yes No
/
J
/
Comment #
Secondary O-rina:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e, O-ring defects/damage?
./
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
YesClarification Form (s)'?
No
/
V/No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port (At Removal) - Joint 3
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) Date: 7-q-_ "3
Assessmel_t Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _/(_pj.,0_V[ J i_,
Leak Check Port Pluo and Port:
a. Soot to or past O-ring?
b. Sooted surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. Foreign material?
g. Excessive grease?
h. Medium or heavy corrosion?
i. Metal damage?
Plug Break-away and Running Torques (inch-lbs):
Yes
Break-away:
Running: _-
No
v _
./
,/
v
,/
Comment #
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes ---V-_ No Number of Forms Attached:
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring (Detailed) - Joint 3
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /.,J, __ /
LQ_k Check Port Pluo:
a. Foreign material between the O-ring and plug?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
I. Date: "___-CL._
d
Yes No Comment #
_¢_
Secondarv O-rino:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e, O-ring defects/damage?
J
J
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
YesClarification Form(s)?
b///__O
v/ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port (At Removal) - Joint 4
Motor No.: RSRM-32
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ C_/_')_#
Leak Check Port Plug and Port:
a. Soot to or past O-ring?
b. Sooted surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. Foreign material?
g. Excessive grease?
h. Medium or heavy corrosion?
I. Metal damage?
Plug Break-away and Running Torques (inch-lbs):
J
.ro..-away"
Running: _"
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
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Motor No.:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. _/,//_jj /_, _}_Vt/_l/_, _, _.7_j__._-J5
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring (Detailed) - Joint 4
RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) I Date: _ Cj_,/D///_':_._
YesLeak Check Port Plua:
a. Foreign material between the O-ring and plug?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
Comment #
_;econdar v O-rina:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e. O-ring defects/damage?
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes
Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and Port (At Removal) - Joint 5
t
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): A _'_/_J4 /_' _V/)_
Leak Check Port Plua and Port:
a. Soot to or past O-ring?
b. Sooted surfaces?
c. Heat affected or eroded O-ring (installed)?
d. O-ring damage (installed)?
e. Heat affected or eroded metal?
f. Foreign material?
g. Excessive grease?
h. Medium or heavy corrosion?
i. Metal damage?
Plug Break-away and Running Torques (inch-lbs):
Yes No Comment #
Break-away: Zj:2-
Running: ._
/
Y
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes V/ No Number of Forms Attached:
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Nozzle Internal Joint Leak Check Port Plug and O-ring (Detailed) - Joint 5
I
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):/,_.___(V_ / (/_ _l_k_ l-Tf,
Leak Check Port Plua:
a. Foreign material between the O-ring and plug?
b. Heat affected or eroded metal?
c. Seal surface/thread damage?
Yes Comment #
Secondary O-rino:
d. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
e. O-ring defects/damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)? Yes _ No Number of Forms Attached:
REVISION
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - Forward Dome
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
B
Assessment Engineer(s)llnsPector(s):,_ f(,_,
Joint Seals and Metal: Yes
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint? /
c. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port?
I Date: _.9 sap1993
No Comment #
l- /
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. Solvent and/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion. Corrosion
removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Preliminary PFAR(s)? ,,1 Yes __ No
._._ t '_ £,,_r_
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): ,z"_'_7 d_ --o "S
Clarification Form(s)? Yes No Number of Forms Attached:
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Motor No.: RSRM-32
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - Forward Cylinder/Cylinder
I Side: Right (B) I Date:_--'_ c.___ ___
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):
Yes _• Comment #
J_int Seals and Metal:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint?
c. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port?
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. Solvent and/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion. Corrosion
removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - Forward Center
1
Motor No.: RSRM-32 Side: Right (B) I Date: _-_'-cl_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _, 7_A_E_VE_J
Joint Seals and Metal:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint?
c. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port?
Yes No Comment #j,
J
LJ
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. Solvent and/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion. Corrosion
removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _/ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes _/No Number of Forms Attached:
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - Aft Center
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B) J Date: /O-/j_- _'_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _'/_, _ //A_ J "
Joint Seals and Metal:
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint?
c. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port?
Yes -N_/ Comment #
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. Solvent end/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion. Corrosion
removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? JYes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes f No Number of Forms Attached:
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - ET Attach/Stiffener
Motor No.: RSRM-32 I Side: Right (B)
B
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): (:, _,(
Joint Seals and Metal: Yes
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint?
c. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port?
I Date: ,_- ._ _- ___
NO Comment #
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. Solvent and/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion. Corrosion
removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes tfNo Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION __
Yes -14 No Number of Forms Attached:
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - Stiffener/Stiffener
MotorNo.: RSRM-32 t Side: Right (B) I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _k_1 k_j_f_t/.(_.. i(_/I _6(._-
Joint Seals and Metal: Yes
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint?
c. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port?
Date: C_ ,2c." _
No Comment #
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. Solvent and/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion. Corrosion
removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
77fF
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
__ Yes ._------_o Number of Forms Attached:
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/_ POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)
Case Factory Joint - Aft Dome
Motor No.: RSRM-32 [Side: Right (B) [Date: _"-SC).<_E_
: Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): L_P_P_-_ t _/_/u t-'-
a. Heat affected or eroded O-ring?
b. Heavy corrosion (pitting) in joint? V/_
c, Heavy corrosion (pitting) in leak check port? L_
Note: Remove corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred. Care should be taken not to damage the
hardware, Solvent and/or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove the corrosion. Corrosion
removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s) ?
Yes Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Number of Forms Attached:
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Tables 3, 4, 5, 6
C-Ill
RSRM-32A FORWARD CENTER NBR INHBITOR MEASUREMENTS
DEGREE LOCATION INCH STATION
*NOTE:
4.2 4.7 10.7 15.7 18.7 23.7 26.6
0 0.764 0.757 0.712 0.572
60 0.890 0.895 0.761 0.723
120 0.863 0.878 0.715 0.634
180 0.869 0.852 0.748 0.695
240 0.863 0.848 0.718 0.616
300 0.899 0.905 0.798 0.648
0 529
0 572
0 478
0 581
0 474
0 509
0.423
0.416
0.399
0.500
N/A
0.365
AN N/A INDICATES INHIBITOR ERODED PAST INCH STATION
0.418
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
C-IV
RSRM-32B FORWARD CENTER NBR INHBITOR MEASUREMENTS
DEGREE LOCATION INCH STATION
4.2 4.7 10.7 15.7 18.7 23.7
0 0.920 0.887 0.862
60 0.945 0.952 0.823
120 0.992 0.997 0.982
180 0.890 0.887 0.833
240 0.941 0.960 0.811
300 0.955 0.968 0.802
0 697
0 838
0 690
0 706
0 694
0 860
26.6
o
0.642 0.566 N/A
0.660 0.519 N/A
0.582 0.515 N/A
0.734 0.563 N/A
0.612 N/A N/A
0.614 0.445 N/A
*NOTE: AN N/A INDICATES INHIBITOR ERODED PAST INCH STATION
C-V
RSRM-32A AFT CENTER NBR INHBITOR MEASUREMENTS
DEGREE LOCATION INCH STATION
4.2 4.7 10.7 15.7 18.7 23.7 26.6
0 0.696 0.666 0.400 N/A N/A N/A N/A
60 0.729 0.718 0.397 N/A N/A N/A N/A
120 0.702 0.661 0.415 N/A N/A N/A N/A
180 0.709 0.675 0.470 N/A N/A N/A N/A
240 0.740 0.707 0.415 N/A N/A N/A N/A
300 0.702 0.669 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
*NOTE: AN N/A INDICATES INHIBITOR ERODED PAST INCH STATION
C-VI
RSRM-32B AFT CENTER NBR INHBITOR MEASUREMENTS
DEGREE LOCATION INCH STATION
4.2 4.7 10.7 15.7 18.7 23.7 26.6
0 0.762 0.745 0.418 N/A N/A N/A N/A
60 0.770 0.765 0.370 N/A N/A N/A N/A
120 0.803 0.770 0.499 N/A N/A N/A N/A
180 0.825 0.790 0.455 N/A N/A N/A N/A
240 0.794 0.772 0.457 N/A N/A N/A N/A
300 0.796 0.792 0.414 N/A N/A N/A .N/A
*NOTE: AN N/A INDICATES INHIBITOR ERODED PAST INCH STATION
ooc NO. TWR-64240 IVOL
SEC I PAGF_ C-8
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Tables 7, 8
C-VII
RSRM-32A AFT NBR INHBITOR MEASUREMENTS
DEGREE LOCATION INCH STATION
*NOTE:
3.9 4.9
0 0.510 0.369
60 0.428 0.051
120 0.430 N/A
180 0.253 N/A
270 0.405 N/A
315 0.413 N/A
AN N/A INDICATES INHIBITOR ERODED PAST INCH STATION
C-VIII
RSRM-32B AFT NBR INHBITOR MEASUREMENTS
DEGREE LOCATION
*NOTE:
INCH STATION
3.9 4.9
0 N/A N/A
60 N/A N/A
120 0.513 0.365
180 N/A N/A
270 0.437 N/A
315 N/A N/A
AN N/A INDICATES INHIBITOR ERODED PAST INCH STATION
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